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At the awards ceremony of the 7th Architecture and Interior Design Prizes

201 4 that Porcelanosa Group recently celebrated in Madrid, everyone
agreed on the importance of prese1ving and supporting this significant
event for the sector - as it offers motivation and possibilities to young
pro1fessionals and recognises the work of architects and interior designers
who make our world more beautiful and balanced.
These have been experimental years, years of searching. For those
who are starting, because they need to find their way to excellence.
For consolidated professionals, because this sector requires maximum
creativity when mastery over time and space has been achieved. Th e
Poricelanosa Group has offered constant support and the strength of its
leadership to all of them, knowing that love for design can move mountains
and smash barriers.
The evening we awarded our Prizes -

now an important tradition

in the world of Architecture and Interior D esign - we paid tribute to
pen;everance, work well done, to the bringing together of different styles
and sensitivities. World- renowned architects such as Eduardo Souto de
Moma, Rafael de La-H oz, Julio Touza, Carlos Lamela, Da n iel Libenski nd,
Jim H amilton ... joined young professionals who were full of hope and
starting their careers. All were connected by a love and respect for this
pro1fession, in which only one attitude is val id: the attitude of those who
invest all their time and passion in it.
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< << 1 .d.'. PORCELANOSA, IN THE BIG APPLE The Porcelanosa Group's new showroom,
,

designed by Norman Foster, will soon be on Fifth Avenue and join all the other iconic
buildings that made up this fabulous shopping street in Manhattan.

14

7TH ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR DESIGN PRIZES We attended the
Porcelanosa Group's awards ceremony: a dinner held at the Casino de Madrid, where reputed
professionals of the sector, such as Souto de Moura and Rafael de La-Hoz, came together.

< << 20 WINNING PROJECTS A depiction of the best projects for 2014. The winners of the
Project for the Future category were Hector Romero, from Volteo (Madrid), and Patricia
Torres, from the Professional School of New Technologies (Madrid) - Professional and
Student, respectively. The w inner of the Executed Projects category was Touza A rquitectos.

2Ei IBIZA HARD ROCK HOTEL We travelled to the Mediterranean island of Ibiza to bring
you the exclusive discovery of a new hotel of the Matutes Group, with which its architects
want to revolutionise the hotel scene on the island. Krion®, by Systempool, is a noticeable
presence in the interior design of the rooms of the hotel's Club area.

!:<< 32 TOUZA ARQUITECTOS Lifestyle talked with Julio Touza Rodriguez and Julio Touza
Sacristan about their vision of architecture, and discovers that the studio often use products
by Porcelanosa Group for its projects.

< << 5~'.

21 ST PORCELANOSA GROUP INTERNATIONAL SHOW The Group's eight
firms present this year's new products, all of them imbued w ith state-of-the-art design and
functionality, and, as always, at the head of cutting-edge technology and research.

60 A HOME UNDER THE BLUE SKY Gallardo Llopis Arq uitectos designed a loft in
Valencia whose views are an attraction and whose structure, an open-plan space in which the
limits between indoor and outdoor spaces are successfully blurred.

6Ei A CLINIC IN BARCELONA Doctor Ivan Manero is opening a new clinic located in San
Cugat del Valles. The doctor himself - under the guiding eye of the Mario Corea A rquitectura
studio - was in charg e of every detail. The result: a harmonious and avant-garde design.
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FUORI SALONE 2014 Porcelanosa Group took part in the activities held on the
occasion of the fair in Milan, and dazzled visitors w ith a contemporary space done largely in
Krion® and different materials created by the Group. Gamadecor brought an innovative and
functional collection called Emotions to Eurocucina
BASELGA'S WINDOW DRESSING Interior designer Carmen Baselga is in charge
of the shop windows of Porcelanosa Colon's showroom, in Valencia. A two-fold approach,
designed to divide the different areas by using materials and to entice passers-by to come
into the shop and get to know the company's other new products.
BERSHKA'S THOUSAND FACES This Inditex g roup's brand of fashion for
youngsters entrusted Castel Veciana Arquitectos with the design of several shops
worldwide. The studio applied different materials from the Porcelanosa Group to execute
its designs.

87 PORCELANOSA IN THE WORLD
< << 90 TALKING

ABOUT... The Spanish pavilion for the new World Expo Milano 20 15, designed
by the Fermin Vazquez, b720 studio.
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OPINION

Cooking amid good design
The kitchen has become one of the main
hubs of the home and is integrated into open
spaces where the cook is visible to everyone
and conversation can flow freely while a
delicious meal is being prepared.
As part of this trend, island worktops are
key for new-generation kitchens: different
modules placed in the centre of the room for
easy access to everything while one is busy
with all the small steps involved in cooking.
This is a major strength of Trotter kitchens
by Gamadecor, whose designs include every
state-of-the-art and innovative feature. Thanks
to this, they won one of the most significant
international awards in this field, the Good

Design prize; the oldest and most important
industrial design award in the world, conferred
every year by the Chicago Athenaeum Museum
of Architecture and Design in collaboration
with the European Centre for Architecture, Art
Design and Urban Studies.
Gamadecor showcases Porcelanosa
Group’s strong commitment to the research
and development of new technologies, and
also to eco-friendly, sustainable design.
Trotter’s simple, light lines enhance the
comfort and functionality of all the integrated
cabinets and appliances for the pleasure of
cooking to be rediscovered while enjoying
superb design.

BELÉN MONEO
MONEO BROCK STUDIO

360º design and
architecture

ABALLS LAMPS,
GLASS, CERAMIC
AND LIGHT

Recently presented at Milan’s
Salone del Mobile, the new Aballs
lamps designed by Jaime Hayon
have earned him additional
international success. Available
as either ceiling or table lamps,
they are — as always with Hayon’s
work — artisanal creations. They
are made by Spanish decorative
lighting company, Parachilna, and
are sold at international shops,
including B.D. Madrid.

DISEÑO-ING.indd 14

My work is marked by a quest for
design challenges:
each problem
opens a door to
new ideas. Often,
the harder the
difficulty, the
more ingenious
the solution —
and this applies to
architecture, interior design and
industrial design. I am interested in all
the different challenges they pose, and
being an architect and designer I have
always combined both aspects. This
transversal approach is all about my
obsession with beauty and my love for
the plastic arts. Since the beginning of
my career I have undertaken projects
involving formal research applied to
daily objects — and their potential —
from every possible angle: plasticity,
geometry, material, light, transparency,
colour… as well as some characteristics derived from my architectural
training such as structure, assembly,
execution and even transport logistics.
This comprehensive view of design is
reflected in our new project: a church
on the Plaza Serena in Monterrey,
Mexico.

Photo: Northwest Science Building. Columbia University.
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OPINION

The teardrops of things

Collector and art
gallery director Helga
de Alvear’s ‘things’ are
very valuable pieces —
evocative artworks that
always stir thoughts
and emotions, and
occasionally, also bring
us to tears. Curator
Marta Gili — the
Director of Paris’s
Jeu de Paume — has selected these pieces
from Helga de Alvear’s collection for the
exhibition The Teardrops of Things. These very

special ‘things’ were created by great artists
such as Ai Weiwei, Thomas Ruff, Robert
Mapplethorpe, Meret Oppenheim, Francis
Alÿs, Candida Höfer, Stan Douglas, Nan
Goldin, Fischli & Weiss, Andreas Gursky,
Gordon Matta-Clark, James Casebere,
Gabriel Orozco, Ed Ruscha and Bernd &
Hilla Becher. They are photographs that take
the false appearance of objects and their
lifeless quality as
a starting point
to shape new
narratives aimed
at identifying the
limits between
private and public,
inside and the
outside, past and
present, object
and subject.
The exhibition
is divided into five
themes: Forms
and Typologies;
Appearances and
Disappearances;
Spaces
among Places;
Archaeology of
Power and The
Melancholy of
Things.
On until 11th January 2015 at the Visual
Arts Centre, Helga de Alvear Foundation,
Cáceres (Extremadura).

AN ART GALLERY FOR
MADRID’S WILDEST SIDE

Mad is Mad is a hybrid — part art gallery,
part shop of unique objects. It is a tiny
space on Calle Pelayo that preserves all the
essence of Contemporary Art. The owners
unstintingly look for new talent, alternative
and transgressive things, and try to break
the rules established by the conventional
art market. They display not only painting
on the walls, but also
photography, design,
video art, drawings and
books.

ARTE-ING.indd 14

CRISTINA FINUCCI
ARTIST, ARCHITECT AND DESIGNER

Islands of garbage
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As an Italian artist, architect and
designer, I have worked and lived in
New York, Paris, Brussels, Moscow
and Rome; today I live and work
in Madrid, where I am carrying out
multidisciplinary artistic research
— from performance art to photography, even reworking film footage.
I am committed to — and am focusing on — an artistic project called
‘Wasteland’, a work-in-progress,
conceived as a narrative that simulates a State — The Garbage Patch State. It is political, ethical and poetical
at the same time; an action geared
towards saving the oceans.
My aim is to denounce the harm
caused by these huge islands of plastic waste that float on our oceans.
These immense islands that extend
for nearly 16 million square kilometres and have an average depth of
some 30 metres are formed by tons
of plastic debris that converge in the
middle of our seas, carried by ocean
currents.
Following the success of Madrid’s
IED project at ARCO, and the intervention of this awareness-raising art
project at Rome’s MAXXI Museum
of 21st-century Art, ‘Wasteland’
will travel to other cities around the
world.

Text: Marisa Santamaría. Photos: D.R.
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4 BERGDORF
GOODMAN

This novel design concept for a
delicatessen, with its different
food areas devoted to Italian
cuisine, was brought to New York
byTVchef Mario Batali. It has
become the place to go on Fifth
Avenue for the artisan bread
made in its Bakery and the fresh
produce sold there, as well as for
Bineria, the restaurant that takes
up the entire roof terrace (200
Fifth Avenue: www.eataly.com).

On displayin the famous
Christmas Windows of thisluxury
American department store one
can see items fromartv.urks
fromthe NewMuseum to rocks
from the quarriesof Arkansas
or amannequin in designs by
Oior or Alexander McOueen. Its
eccentric window-dressing knoYIS
no limits - only thoseof the
imagination (754 5th Ave: WNW.
bergdorfgoodman.com).

3 APP LE STORE Aproject by designer Bohlin Cywinski Jackson and structural
engineer Eckersly O'Callaghan, who saythat this is the city's most photographed place the reason why Apple's original crystal cube has not onlybecome asymbol par excellence
of the multinational itself andof its loyal followers, but also an architectural landmark in
Manhattan (767 5th Ave: YIWW.apple.com).

l;mpire
Stale

PORCELANOSA,
ON FIFTH AVENUE
A new neighbour is about to set up house
on New York's exclusive Fifth Avenue.
It brings with it its vas t experience in
design, architecture and interior design, and aims
to become another benchmark among th e rest
of the already high-profile buildings on thi s huge
shopping street. Designed by Norman Foster, it is
the new Porcelanosa showroom, a display space
in an iconic Manhattan building. The Commodore
Criterion (on six floors and with a floor area of
nearly 2,000 square metres) will undergo a total
renovation that will only preserve - as well as
restore - its 19 19 listed fa<;ade as the building
will be gutted so that the various spaces can be
flexible and use th e daylight.
The building's outstanding locati on at 202 Fifth
Avenue - on the junction between Broadway and
Fifth Avenue, next to Madison Square Park and
in fron t of th e Flatiron - means that the top fl oor
views (where events and conferences will be
held) will be a tru e Big Apple luxury. Aside from
the views, the Foster + Partners architecture
studio are in charge of everything, and have

1

undertaken the creati on of the
design of th e different visual
connections among th e spaces
so th at th e showroom will be
as functi onal as possible. In
addition to the changes in the
layout of the floors, specialists
in environmental and structural
engineerin g have j oined th e
architectural team.
But thi s stu dio, headed
by this British architect who
won the 1999 Pritzker Prize,
is also in charge of less a
tangible goal: to attain a LEED Gold certificati on.
To fulfil thi s objective, th ey are taking every
possible measure to comply with all th e relevant
sustainability requirements by substituting the old
concrete slabs, monitoring the thermal behaviour
of the historic fai;:ade, etc.
The Porcelanosa Group has been present in
th e United States for more th an 25 years (it
has over 15 shops and some 600 distributors
throughout the country). Now, with this eagerly
awaited opening (scheduled for the end of thi s
year), the Spanish company aims to reinforce th e
eight brands it has on the American market and
consolidate its global competitiveness. - '
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EAST RIVER
6 THE PLAZA HOTEL

5 MARIMEKKO The Finnish textile, clothes and homeware
brand - knownglobally thanks to Jackie Kennedy who wore several of its
colourful outfits - also has a shop on Fifth Avenue (200 5th Ave: v.ww.
marimekko.com).

The hotel has just renovated
its iconic facade (this is the
onlyhotel in NewYork tobe
designated aNational Historical
Monument) and some of its rooms
- like the fabulous and exclusi•1e
Fitzgerald Suite (see photograph)
designed by Catherine Martin that
evokesthe atmosphere of The
Great Gatsbyera (Fifth Avenue
at Central Park South: WYIW.
theplazany.com).

7 THE GU GGEN HEIM MUSEUM A20th-centuryarchitectural icon, it
is more than amere museum: it is a cultural centre and an educational establishment
boasting acollection of modem and contemporaryart but also enchanting its visitorswith
lectures, performances, film projections ... (1071 5th Ave; wHw.guggenheim.org).
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PORCELANOSA Grup0
1

INNOVATION &

EXCELLENCE

Progress in architecture has happened largely due to new
developments in materials. Porcelanosa is a world leader
at the head of a group of innovative companies that support
continuous research and experimentation to bring together
maximum efficacy and progress.
This year, and with the above in mind, Porcelanosa organised
the seventh edition of a competition that selects the best
projects entered that apply the different materials manufactured
by Porcelanosa Group’s companies
to interior design. Its aims are to foster
creativity and innovation among new and
future professionals, and to further the
promotion and diffusion of their work.
Last 22nd May, we attended the 7th
Architecture and Interior Design
Prize awards ceremony held by
Porcelanosa at the Casino de Madrid.
This event, attended by influential
architects, always turns into a party. On
this occasion, Daniel Libeskind, Eduardo
Souto de Moura and Rafael de La-Hoz, to
name a few, were present. The premise of
the competition alluded to its main aim: to
stimulate the creation of future projects
and to reward those already executed
which embody the brand’s philosophy.
For yet another year, the 7th Architecture and Interior
Design Prize judges granted awards to innovative projects
that embrace energy efficiency, respect for the environment
and energy savings, and whose architecture, as well as
their materials and facilities, are based on an efficient and
sustainable model.
The judges included world renowned professionals such as

Raquel Chamorro, Héctor Ruiz-Velázquez, Daniel Libeskind,
Olivier Lapidus and Francesc Rifé, who selected the winners
from the more than 170 projects entered.

THE PRIZES ARE DIVIDED INTO SEVERAL
CATEGORIES:
The Projects for the Future category rewards the project
that offers the best solution to an interior architectural problem,
and contains the following subcategories:
Professionals: aimed at interior design
professionals and architects. This year,
it went to Héctor Romero, from Volteo
(Madrid).
Students: aimed at interior design and
architecture students from any interior
design school, school of architecture or
university. Patricia Torres, a student at the
professional School of New Technologies
(Madrid), won the first prize for her project
for several Porcelanosa display areas.
The Executed Projects category
rewards the best project created mainly
with materials from Porcelanosa Group’s
different firms and completed between
January 2012 and February 2014. The
first prize went to Touza Arquitectos for their 3M Innovation
Centre (Madrid).
Every year a number of awards are given to several
professionals in special recognition of their work. Álvaro Linares,
Eduardo Meneses and Jim Hamilton received this award for
their use of Porcelanosa products. The Estudio Beldarrain
received it for the energy efficiency of its constructions. The
Special Contract Prize went to CastelVeciana Arquitectura.

Last 22nd May, we attended the 7th Architecture
and Interior Design Prizes awards ceremony held by
Porcelanosa at the Casino de Madrid.

Text: MARISA SANTAMARÍA Photos: SERGIO MARTÍNEZ
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1 . Welcome cocktail in the
Central Courtyard at the
Casino de Madrid.
2. Architect llligo Ortiz
next to Cristina Colonques
and Porcelanosa Group
President Hector
Colonques.
3. From left to right:
Warren Barnett, Amrit
Naru, Dominic Renney
(Porcelanosa Scotland),
Nicola Gartland and
Stephen Rutherford.
4. Francisca Munoz and
Manuel Herrera (Muher).
5. The honorees Rafael de
La·Hoz and Eduardo Souto
de Moura, conversing with
Hector Colonques.
6. 0 1ivier Lapidus and Yara
Lapidus.
7. Architects Carlos
Lamela and Julio Touza
8. Pablo Ruiz, Pedro
Pesudo, Andre Cornejo

(Susan Lachance),
Fernando Kasabdji
(Optimus Development),
Randi Rodriguez (Gettys)
and Elias Kasabdji
(Optimus Development).
9. From left to right: Kevin
Deabler (Rode Architects),
Mary Gallagher (Payette
Associates), Ignacio
Castillo (Porcelanosa
USA), Gordon Grisinger
(Payette Associates),
Krisoula Varoudakis
(Porcelanosa USA) and
Robert Simmons (Brunner/
Cott Associates).
1 0. Silvestre Segarra
Soriano accompanied by
Laura Fernandez.
1 1 . Juanba Ramos,
Vicente Tarazona (Valencia
Univ.), Jose Marfa
Colonques and Carlos
Villa
1 2. From left to right: Ziva

EDUARDO SOUTO DE MOURA
"Porcelanosa focuses 011 IJ,e pen11a11e11t searcl, for
new metliods, and one of the
few sure things i11 ourprofession is the associatio11
of materials a11d co11stroctive systems, wl,ich
logell,er form 11,e language of arcl,itecillre.
11,e 11otio11 of11,e architect as a11 artist is over,
1think. Architects now - supported by
compa11ies like Porcelanosa - sl,ould collaborate with
u11iversities a11d students: this trio offers
a very promising fllillre as long as it is based 011
research and development:'

1PORCELANOSA Grupo

Kantor (Porcelanosa), John
Ruiz (R2 Architects), Laura
Morris (Array Architects),
Donovan Clarke (Clarke
Real Estate), Angela Kent
(Environetics), Hector
Rambla (Porcelanosa

USA).
1 3. Marra Masia, Andres
Alfaro Hoffman, Fran
Silvestre and Jose Manuel
Ferrero.
1 4. The press: Pilar
Marcos, Victoria G6mez,
Raquel Agulleiro, Carmen
Llopis, Marcel Benedito,
Rosana Garcia, Eduardo
Merlo, David Quesada and
Marta Rioperez.
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1 5. Taba Rasti and Pablo
Uranga, from Foster+
Partners, talking with Rafael
de La·Hoz.
1 G. Julio Touza Rodriguez
and Julio Touza Sacristan
with architect Daniel
libeskind and his wife Nina
libeskind.
17. Rafael Robledo with
Barbara Rubio.
1 8. Ram6n Esteve and
Maile Sebastia
1 9. Student Patricia
Torres receiving her Project
for the Future prize from
Raquel Chamorro and
Hector Ruiz Velazquez.
20. Olivier Lapidus and
Francese Rife gave the
prize to Hector Romero,
from Estudio Volteo.
21 . Jose Herrerias,
Gamadecor's Managing
Director, delivered a special
mention to interior designer
Alvaro Linares.
22. Mauricio lnglada,
L:Antic Colonial's Managing
Director, giving a special

1

1PORCELANOSA Grupo

mention to interior designer
Eduardo Meneses.
23. Ramiro Uop,
Systempool's Managing
Director, giving a special
mention to designer Jim
Hamilton.
24. The gala event in the
Sal6n Real hosted by Michi
Primo de Rivera.

EIKLtLA

RAFAEL DE LA-HOZ
"I greatly appreciate the symbiosis f/1ai exists
between consfmcfion material ma11ufacfllrers
a11d architects: the makers of materials used by
arcl,itecis are also creators as fl,ey make if easier for
prolessio11als i11 11,e field of archiiecfllre to innovate.
Porcelanosa has the adva11fage of befog globalyet
local - somefl,ing dillic11/f but cerfai,,ly possible."

m

m

Grupo
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25. Jordi Castel, from
CastelVeciana Arquitectura,
receives the Special
Contract Prize from Manolo
Rubert, Systempool's
Managing Director.
26. Juan Beldarraln,
from Estudio Beldarraln,
received the Special Prize
for Energy Efficiency from
Jose Fenollosa, Butech's
Managing Director.
2 7. Hector Colonques
giving Rafael de La·Hoz

his prize.
28. Hector Colonques
giving Eduardo Souto de
Moura his prize.
29. Daniel libeskind
gave the prize for the Best
Executed Project to Julio
Touza, from the Touza
Arquitectos studio.
30. After the gala, all the
prizewinners lined up on
stage together with the
judges.

DANIEL LIBESKIND
"I still believe 11,af architecillre awakens
emofio11s; my co11sfrocfio11s are complex a11d
I 11eed to have allies - ihe 11se of11ew
materials is 011e of the core eleme11fs of my work."

7TH ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIORDESIGNPRIZESFOR2014
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PROJECTS FOR THE FUTURE / PROFESSIONALS / FIRST' PRIZE

HECTOR ROMERO GARCIA (VOLTIEO)
Hector Romero Garcfa, from Mad ri d' s multi disciplin ary Volteo
stu d io, won th e Prof essio nal ca tego ry' s Proj ects for th e Future
pri ze fo r hi s ori gin al and fun ctional shopping space w ith its t extil e
appearance. Tables th at emulate petrifi ed fab ri c, partiti on panels
decorated with stu ds and emboss ing , and zips th at open t o create
differe nt spaces make up thi s showroo m th at extends ove r th e
ground fl oo r (which has a raised peri met er) housin g a range of
cladd in g til es and vari ous display roo ms, as well as a mezzanine
fl oor fo r th e offi ce.

Th ese interi or spaces are based o n o,rgani c, curved shapes
achieved th anks t o thi s solid surface by Sys tempool. A versatil e and
pli able materi al, Krion ® all owed Hector Romero Garcfa to desig n a
num ber of back-lit and th ermo-curved elemients to give th e idea he
wanted to develop a more convincin g realii, m.
Th e designer of thi s proj ect also succeeded in cap turin g similar
co ncep tu al lines w ith hi s spotl ess exteri oir fac;:ade made in White
Kri on® , w hich - w ith its hu ge w indow framed by a g igantic zip entices passers-by to visit th e showroom.

IPORCELANOSA Grupo
EXECUTED PROJECTS / FIRST PRIZE

TOUZA ARQUITECTOS
The Touza Arquitectos stu dio won th e first prize in th e Executed
Proj ects category with th eir Madrid's 3 M Innovati on Centre. In awarding
thi s prize, th e judges wanted to distingui sh the way in which the building
is based on a rati onal and ord erly solution embodied by a compact
stru cture: simple in its conception and with a strong extern al presence.
It has a spectacular fa<;ade, achieved by the architects th anks to th eir
design of a double-skin system with an exteri or fa9ade in Kri on® (it
should be pointed out th at this Systempool materi al is attached to the
fa9ade sub-structure not mechanically, but with a VHB double-sided

bonding tape manufactured by th e 3 M company itself). Various pieces
of furniture and decorative elements in th e interi or are also made of
Krion®.
The proj ect presented by Touza Arquitecto1> - the studi o headed by
Julio Touza Rodriguez and Julio Touza Sacristan - pays special attention
to energy effi ciency, respect fo r th e environnnent and energy savings,
and boasts a Gold LEED energy classificati on thanks to its effi cient,
sustainable model - for the architecture as well as th e materials and
its facilities.

11
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PORCELANOSA Grupo

PROJECTS FOR THE FUTURE/ STUDENTS/ FIRST PRIZE
I'

PATRICl~Jl TORRES SANCHEZ
The 7th Architecture and Interi or Design Prize for the, Best Project for
th e Future in th e Student's category went to Patri cia Torres Sanchez,
a stu dent at Madri d's CICE Professional School of Ne,w Technologies.
The creator of thi s project designed a building consis tin g of a group
of continuous bands th at extend to th e interi or and run throughout
it, shaped into different c urvatures t o create fu rniture units and
constructive elements: a design resulting in a remarkable layout th at
unifies th e different display areas of Porcelanosa Gro,up's eight firm s.
The surface area of 600 square metres is laid out over two fl oors.

The ground fl oor, in addition to having a small caf e fo r customers,
also houses th e bath room and materi als display areas. The upper
fl oor is devoted to ki tchen displays and t o a pri vate area for th e
management's offi ces, as well as workplaces fo r interi or designers
and architects.
Shaped like a spiral curve - and very much in line with the Porcelanosa
Group's style - Patricia Torres Sanchez's avant-garde creati on stood out
above the rest and was selected by a panel made up of professionals
from th e secto r. ✓
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HARD ROCK HOTEL

A BIG OPENING
IN IBIZA
On the new ‘Golden Mile’ of the Balearic Islands — the beach
of Platja d’en Bossa — the Matutes group has just opened an
iconic Hard Rock Hotel. Among its most magnifcent materials,
Krion® prevails as the main interior design feature.

The structure of the new Hard
Rock Hotel is modelled on the
old Don Toni hotel, owned by the
Matutes family. There is little
left of the original building as it
underwent a total refurbishment.
Opposite, a view of the lobby,
with columns by the English firm
Jestico & Whiles. The carpet
is by the Valencian firm Veo

Veo. The magnificent sofa was
designed by Edra. The outdoor
spaces, many and meticulously
designed, are open-plan and like
true islands of relaxation. This
page, a partial side view of the
hotel, and the large swimming
pool with access to the Platja
d’en Bossa beach and views to
the Dalt Vila, or Ibiza’s old town.

Photos: DANIEL BALDA
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The structure of the new Hard
Rock Hotel is modelled on the
old Don Toni hotel, owned by the
Matutes family. There is little
left of the original building as it
underwent a total refurbishment.
Opposite, a view of the lobby,
with columns by the English firm
Jestico & Whiles. The carpet
is by the Valencian firm Veo

he
greatest
achievement of
the Ibiza Hard
Rock Hotel is that
while having 493
rooms, 14 bars and restaurants,
more than 14 common areas, 12
types of room, a convention hall
accommodating 700 people, a very large terrace on its
9th floor, the Estado Puro tapas bar and the Sublimotion
gourmet restaurant — both owned by chef Paco Roncero —
it nonetheless preserves its Mediterranean character, with
powerful yet light forms. The work on the Hard Rock Hotel
was overseen by architect María Carrillo and, says Rafa Fraile,
Project Manager for Urcoisa — a building company belonging
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Veo. The magnificent sofa was
designed by Edra. The outdoor
spaces, many and meticulously
designed, are open-plan and like
true islands of relaxation. This
page, a partial side view of the
hotel, and the large swimming
pool with access to the Platja
d’en Bossa beach and views to
the Dalt Vila, or Ibiza’s old town.

to the Matutes group — “from the
very start, we understood each other
perfectly. We were able to tackle the
work in very few months, preserving
the brand’s philosophy but adapting
it to the place, Ibiza”. The hotel’s goal
is to extend the season on an island
where many establishments close in
late October. The plan is for the hotel to remain open nine
months of the year and benefit from events, conventions and
celebrations outside the summer season. The convention hall
can be converted into three smaller rooms; all the hotel’s
guest rooms have heating for the cooler months, with the
sun being of course, Ibiza’s greatest asset. Talking with
Marta Farré, Urcoisa’s interior designer and creator of all

22/07/14 09:58

All rooms at the Hard Rock Hotel
have views to the sea. Some
of them, like the Presidential
suite, completely opening onto
the Mediterranean, capture the
essence of the beach of Platja
d’en Bossa and the nearby Dalt
Vila. On both pages, different
details of the €3,000-a-night
Presidential suite, filled with the

the Matutes group’s hotel interiors
worldwide, she said that the big
challenge “…was time. In fact, the
interior design was done in two
and a half months. That forces you
to focus on the future concerning
everything you have to purchase,
and to study every space in detail
so as not to make mistakes which later we can’t change.” The
interior designer and her team chose designs by Veo Veo;
the outdoor carpets and some of the patchwork ones are by
Parentesi Quadra. The lighting, one of the essential concepts
that Marta Farré focuses on, was done in collaboration with
Castan in Barcelona, and also with Artemide.
The outside spaces are large and interconnected which gives
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legendary atmosphere and history
of the Hard Rock’s hotels and the
magic of Ibiza’s sea. Carpets by
Veo Veo and by Parentesi Quadra.
The interior design, as put by
Marta Farré, “has enhanced the
light. The design elements were
very carefully thought out to
add colour to the rooms without
making the ambiences stuffy”.

the hotel a real feel of being “open
to all”. The Sports Bar can hold 400
people; Estado Puro, the tapas bar,
280, and the Club area, with its 293
rooms, is the icing on the cake with
its perfect attention to detail. Credit
also goes to the Porcelanosa
Group, entrusted with the interior
design’s main material in all the rooms: Krion®. The result?
Ambiences that achieve a superb mastery of light, contemporary
spaces with views to the sea (all rooms have them), and the
visual spaciousness and comfort afforded by the soft and
ergonomic lines of Krion® — a strong, versatile, attractive and
contemporary material.
The hotel’s spa – like a private island within the premises
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Some members of
the U,coisa team - a
construction company
belonging to the Matutes

-

g1oup - posed for Lifestyle.
LauraHuertas (interio,
designer), Marta Farre, the
Group's director for the
inte,ior design of all their
hotels, Alejandro Hernandez
(Director of U,coisa) and
Jesus Vecilla (corporate
architect). Below, Abel
Matutes Prats.

A FLAWLESS TEAM
Abel Matutes Prats, Managing
Director of the Palladium Hotel
Group, and the 'soul' of this
hotel project on this celebrated
Balearic Island, welcomed us
to explain the concept and the
entrepreneurial and emotional
philosophy behind the Ibiza Hard
Rock Hotel.

What are the similarities and
differences of this new hotel
with the Ushua"ia?

Krion® in all the Club area

hotel which is already becoming

rooms -293 exactly. This

the new success story of the

Porcelanosa Group's star

season. Ahotel that the Hard

material adds modernity, quality,

Rock chain itself regards as

- is also filled with light and has its
comfo,t and beauty to the Ibiza
own swimming pool and different
Hard Rock Hotel. Krion®'s
treatm ent rooms. Alth oug h not
versatile composition and its
exactly a family hotel, th e Ibiza Hard
e,gonomic quali ty and durability
Rock Hotel is 'Family Friendly' and
make it perfect for this five-star
unlike its neighbour the Ushua'ia, daily
sessions by international DJs are not
the star feature here. ' There will be concerts once a week - we
are a Hard Rock Hotel, but we have a different philosophy.'
All th e rooms are equipped with highly comfortable elements.
All th e suites, including th e Presidential suite, open on to th e
wonderful beach, and on th e 9th-floor terrace - large enough
for a thousand people - you feel like you are at the bow of an
ocean liner.
All Urcoisa's staff, a team accus tomed to taking part in

the co nstru ctio n, r efurbi shment
and interi or design of th e Matutes
photos, details of the furnitu,e
grou p's hotels, are h,ighly sati sfied
and decorati•1eelements, all in
with the latest 'Crown jewel" and the
Krion®, shape the design of the
opening of a new hot1~I in Ibiza. From
entire Club area.
Alej andro Hernandez, Director and
architect, Jesus Vecillla, Rafa Fraile,
Clemente Quintana, Ouico Flaque, to Juan DraLZ, the architect
in charg e of th e Tower rooms; Jesus Gardai, th e architect
entrusted with th e Club room s; exteri or engineers An tonio
Alvarez, Carl os Leones and Jairo Suarez, and Urcoisa's
Engineering Director Juan Escandell, all of thHm are positive
th at the new Ibiza Hard Rock Hotel will be th e big hotel
opening of th e year, and one of th e mos t a,ttractive Hard
Rock Hotels in th e world. ✓
'iconic and beautiful". In the

Its concept is s imilar, in the
sense that there w ill be live
music. Music w ill be a driving
force, but another sort of music .
In add ition, this is a hotel that
enables you to do many - and
more varied - things because
of its larger size and its bigger
number of separate spaces. O ne
of the major differences between
both is that, w hile the Ibiza
Hard Rock Hotel is not a family
hotel, c hildren are allowed and
it has many facilities for them therefore, it allows for a mixture of guests and we are not restricted to catering
only to adults.

Is carrying the Hard Rock brand a conditioning factor when it comes to
designing, to creating the spaces, the rooms...
Actually it is, but not in a negative way. In fact, this is what has often brought us
down to earth regarding some crazy features we included in the Ushuara hotel.
This one is actually more c lassic.

What, in your opinion, is its most outstanding feature?
You know that we focus a lot on technology in all our projects. In the case of the
Hard Rock Hotel, just to give you an example, guests have access to their rooms
or can pay for things without taking their cred it cards with them - thanks to a
bracelet that they are given w hen checking-in.

What is its location like, what will it provide guests with?
It is right on the beach, just next to the Ushua'ia, on what I believe is now the best
part of the w hole island of Ibiza, the beach of Platja d'en Bossa. Its location could
not be better or more exclusive.

Touza Arquitec::tos
"The future lies in technoJrogica/
applications and in how they will
transform our way of interacting and
experiencing buildings!'

PHILOSOPHY
Lifestyle talked with Julio Touz a Rodrfguez and Julio Touz a Sacristan,
d irectors of the Touza A rquitectos studio, to get a first-hand understanding of how they view
architecture and how they apply Porcelanosa materials to their projects
Text: MARTA SAHELICES Photos: ALFONSO OU IROGA / FERROVIAL / ROD IGER EICHHOR N

Touza Arquitectos is a multidisciplinary
studio that can tackle both urban planning
and the interior design of a restaurant. Even
so, do you feel that you are specialised in
one of these fields?
JTR: We enjoy working on the vari ous
scales th at our multidisciplinary approach to
architecture af fords us, th at transversal quality
you are referring to. The process we follow w ith
all our projects - the start and development of
an idea - is always the same. What changes is
the scale: for urban planning (say, 1: 10.000),
for buildings ( 1:100) to the lowest one ( 1:5) for

interior design, or for the design of a chair...
JTS: Any project, no matter the scale, is meant
to fulfil certain needs. This is w hy we don't forgo
any of th e different facets - three main areas
- th e studio is centred on: architecture, interior
design and town planning. Obviously, the teams
in each of th e departments are specialised.
Let's then talk about quantity. In recent
years, which fields have you most focused

on?

JTR: As architects, we've mostly designed
offi ce and residential buildings, but also schools,
museums, health centres, etc. Pe rh aps our
most distinctive projects are big corporate
headquarters (Siemens, Glaxo SmithKline, 3M)
and also collective residential projects - as social

housing is one of th e fields we have worked
on th e most. We have designed over 10,000
homes; even now, in th e middle of a crisis, we are
finishing more than 400 homes in Valdebebas.
JTS: As regards intmior design, in recent years
there has been a noti ceable increase in interest
in restaurants, also p,rivate homes and as well
as retail projects. However, the interior design of
restaurants is certainly th e field th at we like the
most and in which we have th e most experience.
This has led us to d13sign res taurants - even
in Saudi Arabia - such as the newly opened
Palmeras Restaurant (with flooring and wall

Above and below, the innovative

usually done mechanically - the

exterior of the recently finished

architects used a 3M VHB double-

3M Innovation Centre. with a

sided bonding tape. Left. Krion®

ventilated facade in Krion® and

was also usedin the interior

a double-skin system. In order to

of the building for some of the

attach the Krion® panels to the

pieces of furniture as well as

facade's substructure - aprocess

various decorative elements.

cladding by Porcelanosa and sanitary ware and
taps by Noken) for the Concept Lobby group.
On a personal level, do you have any
preferences when it comes to design?
JTR: We are now at the end of a stage w here
we have designed a w hole series of very singular,
commercial buildings (Bitacora Building, CPS
Headquarters, 3M Innovation Centre, Ferbocar
Headq uarters ...) in w hich we have been
extremely lucky as our clients tru sted us and
gave us th e freedom to create more personal
projects, rendering very sati sfactory results.
JTS: All fields are interesting w hen it comes to
designing, although it's true that w hen you have
worked a lot on a specific one (such as homes,
for instance), you want a change in form and
scale. It's a question of stages: as you acquire
experience and sati sfaction in a certain area,
you feel like doing different thing s. Personally,
I'm enjoying our recent interior design projects,
maybe because we can work on even their tiniest
details.
Do you think that today's work in
architecture is going to have much more
to do with interior design than before?
JTS: Th at's very likely. In th ese tim es of cri sis,
a number of architecture stu dios have expanded
th eir services to the fi eld of inte ri or design, as
these are smaller projects w ith a lesser financial
need for bank loans. Fortun ately, we already
had a very strong and capable interi or design
department before the cri sis starte d w hich
explains w hy we've been so active in this sector
lately.

JTR: Yes, it can be said th at we are now leaning
towards projects th at are more closely linked to
interior design, especially in all aspects related
to restorati on. In today's situation, Spain has
at last turned to its built heritage. Furtherm ore,
thi s heritage tend s to deteriorate, and we
Spaniard s are guilty of being bad conservators
as we squandered money on large-scale works,
inflated by too many political egos. We abused
the so-called 'Guggenheim-effect', w hich was
really only truly successful in Bilbao. The problem
came w hen th at experience was tried again in
very different circumstances, but it can't be
repeated. The result was useless squandering. It
would have been more appropriate to apply th at
investment to Spain's cultural and architectural
heritage.
Such investment would be positive for
citizens, too...
JTS: Certainly, as now, living in the city
centre is popular again. We have built very good
infras tructures and public transport net works,
and made the centre an attractive place to live
in again. All investm ent in heritage and historic
city centres is good for tourism - but above
all, for citizens. There is a clear trend to restore
residential buildings in the centre of big cities.

Will projects then be focused on
Madrid and Barcelona? Is there any other
investment focus - like, say, Ibiza?
JTR: Right now, real es tate is starting to
undergo a sort of "rebirth•: big intern ational and
national fund s and banks are beginning to show
interest in operations w ith a very specific profile,
like residential or offi ce buildings in Madrid and
Barcelona, in attractive areas w hich are dubbed
'prime' areas.
JTS: Ibiza is another important niche, although
th ere's a different angle to it: it is a stable
international market for a kind of tourism w ith high
purchasing power. In this context, Ibiza is an allure
for investors in hotels ... hotels and commercial
building projects. We recently designed the Ibiza
Royal Beach Resort (in collaboration with Josep
Llaner Ferreras and Cristina Gamiz), w hich has
been highly successful w ith investors and foreign
visitors. The whole fac;:ade is done in white Ston
ker, by the way.
Is Touza Arquitectos getting these
kinds of restoration and interior design
commissions?
JTR: Yes, we are getting very intere stin g
commissions and fini shing very interesting work

"We renovated, together with
Steelman & Partners, the new'
Gran Via Casino, to which
Porce/anosa contributed'
Krion®, and all sanitary ware,
and taps by Noken:1'
in both fields. In fact, we've already completed
some restorations of thi s kind, like the new Gran
v ra Casino (done in collaboration w ith Steelman
& Partners), a historic building that we've restored
- and in which Porcelanosa was involved, notably
with Krion® and all sanitary ware and taps by
Noken.
JTS: We've also done a couple o f new
restaurants (togeth er w ith Porcelanosa), and
we've just finished a 'gastronomic boutique' for
the Joselito jam6n iberico (ham) brand (with floor
tiles by Porcelanosa), which will be a showcase
for th e intern ati onal expansion of thi s firm .
We are also finishing the Ivan Malagon Dental
Practice, w hich w ill be a benchmark in state
of-the-art technologies and will have an interior
design that breaks w ith the traditional 'neutral'
image of clinics. All the materi als used for this
project are by Porcelanosa (flooring, wall tiles,
sanitary ware, taps).
I suppose that these spaces, like
the Casino, involve a series of major
complications.

Clockwise, gambling tables with

Gamiz, where the accommodation

American roulette. black jack.

is laid out in aLI-shaped block

poker and baccarat at the Gran

overlooking the sea (with a fa~ade

Via Casino. in ahistoric building

in Ston-ker Extreme White, 59.6

renovated by Tou za Arquitectos

x 120 cm); the innovative interior
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Steelman & Partners and using
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materials by Porcelanosa Group

technologies that boasts futuristic

(Krion® and ffoken); the Gran

interior design with all materials

Via Casino building has atotal

by Porcelanosa (flooring, wall

floor area of

4,500 m2 over

three

floors; the Ibiza Royal Beach
Resort, an interior design project
resulting from the collaboration
of Tou za Arquitectos with Josep
Llaner Ferreras and Cristina

cladding, sanitaryware, taps).

Hight and below, next to these
Knes, f~ade and interior of the
'Bitacora' Industrial Technological

JTS: For the Casino we collaborated with the
firm of Steelman & Partners, the top specialists
in casino interi or design. Their experience in
designing specific elements for thi s activity
was cru cial as everything plays an influential
role: colours, lighting, layout, etc. but it does
not conform to th e 'American casino" model
(everything on one floor, labyrinthine structures,
no daylight so that you don't notice the hours go
by, etc.). Thi s was different as it was a historic
building and so we kept a European style, like
the casino in Monte-Carlo. We had to combine
protecting heritage (emphasising the arti stic,
histori c elements like columns, stained-glass
windows, etc.) with the world of the casino; finding
the balance was a very wonderful challenge.

Complex, in Leganes (Madrid).

Far right the Ferbocar building,
in Villaviciosa de Odon (Madrid),
made up of two large modules
connected by a huge semi
covered exterior atrium.

Has your studio any kind of distinctive
hallmark regarding interior design?
JTR: We don't have a recognisable hallmark
such as a recurring colour, material or particular
shape. We don't believe in that I would highlight

"In interior design, it would
be impossible to shape those
bars with complex forms (with
perforated cut-outs, and also
backlit and post-mounted)
without Krion®. There is a very
clear pattern: new materials allow
for new architecture!'

Abo111 and right next to these
Knes, interior and exterior of the

an efficient and modern building

R+O+I Technological Complex for

were specifically designed

complex. Courtyards and openings

CPSCroup's newheadquarters,

to make the most of natural

in which all different spaces

ventilation.

our fl exibility toward s our clients, as we try not
to impose anything. We are not attracted by
repetition. This enriches our work, we learn from
our clients.
JTS: For instan ce, a Lobby Market restaurant
(a laid-back concept with 'vintage marketplace'
touches) is nothing like a much more formal
concept such as A lbora. If I had to define it
somehow, I would say that we avoid harshness
so th at behind each project you can fin d a
balanced and very consistent concept based on
functionality, atm osphere and lighting. The latter
is perhaps the aspect to which we attach the most
importance, as we always work with great lighting
designers (in particular with Juan Luis Vela, one
of the best in Spain). In th e end, any decision
concerning materi als is conditioned by lighting:
wood can acquire a different colour, leather or
stone have different textures depending on light
- it is therefore an essential element

encompassed accessibilityand

What do you think about new materials
such as Krion ®?
JTR: They are essential; architecture needs

sustainability in order to achieve

new materials and techniques to evolve. Th e

are consistent and ensure a
harmonious flow. The project

history of architecture has always followed the
evolution of materials. To give you an example,
the Moderni st movement that began in th e
20s and transformed architecture came about
th anks to reinforced concrete, industri al steel,
glass, etc. We need industrial innovation in ord er
to create new shapes. For us it is a gift th at
com panies like Porcelanosa, who never repeat
their products but innovate to develop materi als
such as Krion® , open the doors to new solutions
like double-skin treatm ents for fac;:ades - used
for our recently fini shed Innovation Centre for
3M. In addition, thi s project allowed 3M and
Porcelanosa to collaborate in th e creati on of
adhesive components specifically developed for
Krion®. An innovation centre whose construction
brought about innovati on and collaboration
between two cutting-edge companies!
JTS: In interior design, it would be impossible
to shape these bars with complex form s (with
perforated cu t-outs, as well as being backlit
and pos t-mounted) without Krion®. Th ere is
a very clear pattern: new materi als make new
architecture possible. This is why as architects
we need industry as it makes us think outside the
box; we need it to evolve and offer new solutions
th at allow us to dream. It is always technology
and science that permit us to go further.

What do you think that this new
architecture, these new materials, will be
like?
JTR: Making forecasts in architecture is very
difficult because thi s field is subject to diverse
(political, economic and social) factors and also
prone to certain trends - to such an extent
that we are th e only discipline that every 10 or
15 years tosses everything that has been built
overboard and starts from scratch again. Th e
progression of medicine, for instance, is based on
accumulated knowledge. Conversely, architects
stood up in th e 70s and said: •The Modernist
movement is boring, let's invent a Post-M oderni st
one". We pass from 'Less is More' to 'Less is a
Bore' almost without realising it.
JTS: I think th at we are really at the limit
regarding visual and aes thetic possibilities: we
have seen everything, or almost everything. The
future lies in technology and in the technological
applications associated with buildings and how
th ey will transform our way of interacting and
experi encing buildings. I think th at graphene is
one of th e materials th at will most contribute to
thi s. Instead of using a glass screen to divide
spaces, we will have an intelligent, touch screen.
Also materials capable of transforming th e use
of fac;:ades: for instance, materials th at can
change th eir behaviour accordin g to different
energy levels. Perhaps the next step is that our
architectural structure s or infras tructures will
become ' living', interactive constructions. Thi s
will be achieved through technology. ,

PORCELANOSA
At the Porcelanosa Group's 21st International Trade Fair, the Porcelanosa
firm opted to present four ambiences in four different styles. The 'Asian'
house was done in very smooth cement tiles called Tribeca, with a new
feature - decorative inserts. The products !Japan' paper and a Japanese
fringed decoration were also introduced. The 'Russian' house illustrated
the firm 's decisive emphasis on marble, particularly on glossy products
like the PortBlack and Verona tile collections. In addition, they presented
the Vetro glass-like cladding collection. The third house, designed in a
European style, was fitted with light wood and black stone with a Nordic
style. White, matt cladd ing with a relief was chosen for a kitchen that
combined cement flooring with a ceramic wood ceiling. Finally, different
wood and cement finishes predominated in the 'American' house where,
as a new idea, hydraulic-type decorations were used, without forgetting
the stone-clad walls.
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Once again, Porcelanosa Group's international fair shows that the many successful
products of the company's eight brands have quality and design at their core. An annual event
aimed at familiarising the most renowned professionals with the sector's new developments.
Photos: PORCELANOSA PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO

Clockwise, from top
left, a Parcel anosa
space modeII ed on a
sophisticated 'American'
horn e; simple Iines in
the 'European' ambience;

wood is the main material
in the 'Asian' space
and sumptuousness
characterises the 'Russian'
house.
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PORCELANOSA
CARLOS SUAREZ
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
Porcelanosa aims to be at the forefront when it comes
to the design and quality of new products. This is why we
present new ideas twice a year, and we always offer products
designed to become popular in every market. In other word s: what works
in Europe should also work in the United States and in Asia But that is not
so easy: we often have to make specific materials for particular markets.
Our aim is to launch just a few new products, but the right ones, as this
significantly increases production and sales. "

1

1 This G445 Titanium
kite hen uses Vetro Dot
31.6 x 90 cm, + Vetro
Line Dot cladding,
31.6 x 90 cm, and Ascot
Olive floors, 22 x 90 cm /
14.3 x 90 cm.
2 An ambience with
an eye-catching Men{h}
ir basin in Classic Italy
Cream BIO prot,
42 x 42 x 14 cm tiling,
Men{h}ir Anthracite
Oak worktop,
150 x 60 x 5 cm,
Men{h}ir mirror in
Oak Anthracite,

150 x 60 x 5 cm and
Men{h}ir bathtub in
Classic Italy Cream, Walnut
Intense BIOprot tile,
185 x 90 x 54 cm,
on Desert Blue,
59.6 x 59.6 cm (Cli-ker)
and Desert Blue,
31.6 x 90 cm, + Desert
Deco Blue, 31.6 x 90 cm
flooring.
3 The flooring in this
kitchen is from the Antique
collection - atribute to
the tradition of ceramics,
recreating typical, early
20th-century hydraulic
slabs. Despite their handmade look, these tiles
are made using the most

advanced production
tee hnolo gy to achieve a
Iig hter and more resilient
floor material than mortar
mixes. Available with
flowing, vintage-style
designs, and geometrical
and floral shapes and
motifs, these different
designs can be installed
like amosaic and can also
act as ceramic tapestries
framing solid-coloured
floor tiles from the Park
collection that include
the same basic colours
(Limestone, Silver, Sand
and Black).

4 This part bathroom,
part walk-in wardrobe was
done in Marmi China
31 .6 x 90 cm+ Oxo
Hann over White
31 .6 x 90 cm + Marmi
China Line 31.6 x 90 cm
cladding. Ascot Grey floor
tiles, 22 x 90 cm/
14.3 x 90 cm.
S Every detail in this
bathroom has a unique
touch. The cladding is in
Portblack, 31.6 x 90 cm
+ Portblack Deco
31 .6 x 90 cm. The floor
is a com bi nation of Samoa

Anthracite, 14.3 x 90 cm,
and Portblack,
59.6 x 59.6 cm.
6 The walI of this formal
Ioung ewas clad in Samoa
Anthracite 22 x 90 cm /
14.3 x 90 cm. The floor
is in elegant Ascot Oak
22 x 90 cm tiles,
14.3 x 90 cm.
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NOKEN
Designed by Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners and Luis Vidal + Arch itects
for Noken, the MOOD collectio n's innovation and originality won it the
following prizes: 2013 Innovation of the Year for a Bathroom Product by the
KBBreview magazine; 20 13 Green Good Design, and the 100%-Desig n
prize awarded for a bathroom desig n. MOOD has therefore taken centre
stage at the firm 's stand, and its solid oak veneer was particularly highlighted.
Technological design together w ith arti sanal work gave shape to these
basin countertops that include a hole for a soap-dispenser and a built-in
towel rack (75 cm and 120 c m, w ith a functional swivelling drawer). The set
is complete w ith a mirror w ith lights, other modular units and MOOD's digital
technological tapware, w hich is making users aware that by personalising
its functions we can save water. The combination of new and traditional
materials creates an attractive contrast and is in harmony w ith technology
and art's more ground-breaking ideas.
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1 Adetail of suspended
MOOD toilets in several
finishes, integrating their
flush system and asoft
close seat in a single line.
In the foreground, MOOD
WOOD, with asolid wood
veneer.
2 Noken's Central
Multimedia area and
displaystands.
3 Astand with shower
elements by Noken.
4 MOOD Oak Ambiance,
with Chrome MOOD
tapware.

1

S MOOD Strawb erry
Ambiance, with White
MOOD tapware.
3
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LUIS VIDAL
LUIS V IDA L+ AROU ITECT OS
It is a pleasure to work w ith the Porcelanosa Group. You've
always made me feel at home. The most interesting thing
about working with you is sharing hopes and experience,
innovation and hard work and, most especially, events like this
[he said when accepting the prize that the Porcelanosa Group awarded him
last year in recognition of his contribution to the development of Spanish
architecture all over the world]. "
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GAMADECOR
Kitchen automation is already a reality. We not only want spaces for
cooking or socialising, we also want to have things that make our home
life easier. Gamadecor knows this, and so includes electronic systems
in its modern and stylish kitchens, like the new Emotions kitchen, which
comes in a total of 64 different finishes - including natural wood, state
of-the-art lacquered and laminated finishes - creating a link between the
merely fun ctional and the emotional. A clear example of this dual concept
are the hand-worked, banded, solid oak veneer fronts that highlight the
authenticity of this natural product and its interiors whose perfectly
sealed edges were achieved using laser technology. In short, Emotions
by Gamadecor offers solutions where design, ergonomics and high-quality
materials are essential.
3

4

II

•
All the joins of the Emotions range
interiors were achieved using laser
technology: an improvement that, apart
from being more aesthetically pleasing,
makes them more durable and resistant.

1 Emotions E6. 30 Oak SiI
/ E5. 30 Glow Slate kitchen.
2 Emotions E2.30 Kitchen
Earthy Textured I White
Textured.
3 Adisplay of the two
kitchen types described
above, including a Slim
White table and TAO White
Lime chairs.
4 On the left of the
image, next to the Seven
Oak Nature table with
Seven Oak White chairs, is
the Trotter G690 kitchen
in Oak Nature / Glow
Oark Blue / White Matt.
And, on the right of the
image, the kitchen's island
is combined with G670
Oak White Lime / Oak
Cacao tiles. The space is
completed with Black Oak
Curve stools.
S Emotions Evolution
E6. 90 /E6 .DO Dark Oak
Kitchen.
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A benchmark as a porcelain stoneware
and porcelain tile producer, Venis
innovates continuously to find new
applications and designs

VENIS
Seeing, feeling, touching ceramic tiles: this is the objective of the new
Venis Tech nical Zone (Architectural Area), a display space in which
ceramic Par-ker cladd ing tiles seem to be floating on the wall. A new way
of exhibiting them that leaves nothing to chance since the position was
minutely studied for the pieces to be at eye level and thus viewed from the
best angle. There are some slanting fl oor panels as well, which are also
accompanied by photos of real spaces. Venis - a global benchmark in
the production of porcelain stoneware and porcelain tiles - is a company
committed to continuous evolution and innovation in the search for both
new arch itectural applications and current and contemporary design:
it is therefore always present in large-scale projects, hotels, etc. And
not forgetting the brand's commitment to the environment during the
production process of its high-quality products.

3

/

.,

1 Cladding Area, where
all the tiles displayed
areof a 33.3 x 100 cm
format.
2 Close up of the
fountain and a general view
of the exhibition's technical
area.

3 Flooring Area, showing
a number of different
sample sections and floor
formats.

4 Par-ker Area:
rectangular pieces from
all the Par-ker collections
displayed on the wall. Also
displayed; several sample
sections with different
mod els, to rmats and ways
they can be arrang ed.
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Only a material such as Krion®, by
Systempool, can successfully make
some ideas come true

P ORCELANOSA GROUP

&.

KRION®
Every project is possible as now w ith Krion® any design can become a
reality. This is the case of this new-generation solid surface developed by
Systempool and composed of two thirds natural minerals (ATH: alumina
tri-hydrate) and a small percentage of resin. Poreless, antibacterial, hard,
resilient, reparable, low-maintenance and easy to clean, Krion® can be cut
into sheets to be j oined or thermo-shaped to produce curved pieces (it can
even be injected into th e production system to create different designs).
Available in a w ide range of colours, it is possible to make jointless spaces
wh ich prevent liquids from being absorbed, making it easy to clean and
maintain. An eco-friendly material as it is 100-per cent recyclable, the
Krion® Nature Lux series has just won an SCS Certification for recycled
content (in 2013, they recovered over 120 tons of acrylic waste which was
used to make this series).
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1 Several exam pies of
Krion®'s versatility, which
showhowthe sheets
can be backlit - since
someKri on® series have
translucent properties. A
variety of lighting effects
can be created using
different thicknesses and
types of sheet.
2 Some scale models of
actual building projects -

some compIeted, others
stilI underway - in which
Krion® was applied to their
ventilated tacad es. Perfect
for its tested resiiience
to adverse meteorological
conditions (together with
advanced anchor systems
developed by Butech)
and its thermo-curved
pliability (any design can be
created).
3 Adetail of the Modul
seriesbelonging to Krion®
Bathroom Collections, made

up of bathtubs, cou ntertops,
shower trays,
accessories, etc.
4 y S Proof of the
Porcelanosa Group's interest
in and great concern for
R&O is the new Krion®
laboratory where cutting
edge tech nol og ies ensure
the constant improvem ent
of materials and adapt them
for a wide variety of uses.
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L'ANTIC COLONIAL
As it does every year, l.'.Antic Colonial's display area has changed again to
make room for different signature spaces, an initiative where renowned
architecture and interior design firms are invited to leave their personal
hallmark by using the firm 's natural materials. On this occasion, the
ideas were presented by Fran Silvestre Arquitectos, who opted for three
physically different spaces, separate but connected by a single colour
scheme; Eduardo Souto de Moura and his design with simple lines and
for mal simplicity; Eric Kuster, well-known for successfully combining
glamour, comfort and sophistication; SB Arch itects, with a Zen-like
bathroom where water is used as an element to link the various parts;
Ramon Esteve and his search for harmony, serenity and timelessness
in his geometric pieces, and Nuno Brandao and his casual and youthful
take on a fl owing space. And lastly, estudi {H}ac presented surprising new
elements from the Men{H}ir collection.

..,.
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1 Bespoke mosaic
combined with Thule 1L
Natural tiles,
39 x 360 x 1.9 cm, on
the floor of this cafe.
2 The amb ience created
by the Fran Silvestre
Arquitectos stud io aims
to enhance the beauty
of natural stone by
redirecting one's focus
to the Calacatta, Onyx

Ethnics, Onyx Botafogo,
Port Monaco, Altissimo
Statuario, Cairo and Nubia
flooring and cladding. All
other elements have been
omitted, focusing attention
on a play of textures with
three different tin ishes polished, weathered and
sandb lasted - to create
ten different textures.
3 New el em entsfrom the
Men{h}ir collection, by
estu di {H}ac. A Men{h}ir
Italy Cream Classic Bl Oprot
basin, 42 x 42 x 14 cm;

a Men{h} ir S3C furniture
unit in Oak Anthracite,
94 x 56.6 x 71 cm;
Men{h} ir SOak Anthracite
mirror, 150 x 60 x 5 cm;
module in Men{h}ir
Oak Anthracite
33 x 35.6 x 150 cm tiles,
and Men{h}ir bathtub in
Cream Italy Classic Walnut
Intense BIO prot,
185 x 90 x 54 cm tiles.

4 , S and 6 Eduardo
Souto de Moura's spacefor
l'Antic Colonial: a25-square
metre home in cream and
natural stone Limestone
Calgary BIOprot tiles with
a Classic finish both for
the floors and walls of the
different rooms, affording
afeeling of continuity to
the entire home. Asimple
design with clean lines and
formal simplicity where
the architect handsthe
Iead in grole to functionality
and comfort. Th is is done
by devising a central
element that works both
as a wardrobe or a storage
unit and serves to divide
the living area from the
bedroom.

--
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1 0 Floor and bench in
White AlmeriaTexture Home
BIDprot.
1 1 Metropolitan Luxury
Space, designed by Eric
Kuster. Flooring and cladding
in mosaicsof different
materials, including the
Fabric glass mosaic (Fabric
Copper & Fabric Lead) and
Arabia (ArabiaEclipse &
Arabia Si Iver) collections,

PORCELANOSA GROUP

L'ANTIC COLONIAL
FRAN SILVESTRE
FRAN SILVE STRE AROUITECTOS

The most positive thing that came out of our collaboration
with ~ ntic Colon ial was the support of the technical team.
From the beg inning of the project to overseeing the work,
our collaboration with the Porcelanosa Group has been really enriching.
It has enabled us to hire specialists in each area that were just like part
of our own team. Many of the project's innovations would have not been
possible without the Porcelanosa Group's assistance. Regard ing the
designed space, we used natural materials to define a set of spaces that
all share a monochromatic quality. Continuity was pursued as a value as
in the fl ow of space, the use of few materials, and embedd ing the mains
and lighting. The naturalness of the fini shes is thus highlighted. These
are presented in large formats cut-to-measure, lightly bevelled on their
edges and placed so close together that they look almost continuous.
This space was designed for the materials to be the stars: materials that
you feel like touching. "

-- ---

and natural stone Skyline
Strip Habana Brown Modul.
Flooring and wall cladding
in Quebec Classic BIDprot
limestone (special size). The
two Soul HollowBID prot
and Havana Brown natural
stone basins were made
specificallyfor this space.
12 and 13 The
space created by architect
Nuno Brandao is based
on Polished Persian White
marble slabs in abathroom

fitted with aKhoa bathtub
in White Athensmarble,
and aBuddha White Athens
BIDprot, 47 x 47 x 85 cm,
basin. The natural wood
floor is in Eden Texture
Nut tile, by IJ\ntic Colonial,
and goes with the different
White Athens Classic BIDprot
marble elements, like the
table and shelf.

a

12

7 The Senses, a space by

a Five basins sculpted

SB Architects. With fl oars in
Habana Dark and Patagonia.
WalI cladding: Patagonia and
Classic Vancouver and Wood
Brick mosaic. The Navona
basin, set into the same
Vancouver natural stone
countertop installed on a
surface clad with Li nkFloor
Oak Dark that extends to the
bathtub area. The shower
tray, like the bathtub, is done
in the Patagonia Slate. Both
were made specifically for
this display.

in natural stonemake up
the Calacatta series: small
format Piazza and Ci rcolare
(40 x 40 cm), and larger
Rettangolare, Elisse and
Dvale (40 x 84.5 cm). The
space is completed with
Artie WhitePolished BIO prot
wall cladding and a
men{h}ir Dshower tray,
150 x 92 x 5 cm.
9 Thermal baths by
Ramon Esteve. Divided into
two areas by awall, the
public area is taken up by
abasin and afreestanding,
sculptural bathtub, both in

Oark Habana. In the more
privatearea, the shower and
toilet are hidden behind a
separation, a dividing panel
clad in wood and backlit
stone mosaic pieces. The
walls all round are also
clad in apattern of Desert
Sandstone Classic BIO prot
Ii mestone pieces placed on
different levels to allowthe
Ii ght to enter subtly.
1 0 Floor and bench in
White AlmeriaTexture Home
BIDprot.
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URBATEK
Urbatek's showroom, architectural, large and spacious, was an exceptional
place to present the brand's latest developments in technical porcelain
stoneware as well as its wide range of colours. The big star of the
show was XLIG HT, in a new large-format ( 100 x 300 cm) and minimal
thickness (plus 3 mm mesh backing) ceramic product found in shopping
centres, on fa9ades, in houses, sport facilities, car dealerships, hotels
and clinics, and that has become one of the Porcelanosa Group's main
favourite future products.
XLIG HT already comprises six collections: fifteen solid colours in the BASIC
series; four decorated ones in its EMOTION collection; a cement series
called CODE and available in four colours; a metallic collection called NOX;
three finishes that reproduce the beauty of concrete in the CONCRETE
collection, and an innovative marble one in the NVY collection, with a wide
range of designs and with natural and polished fini shes. XLIGHT is also
perfect for restaurants, fa9ades and furniture.

PABLO RUIZ
URBATEK'S G ENERAL MANAGER
1

1 WalI cladding:
Basic Stone Nature,
100 x 300 cm. Floor:
Deep Light Grey,
59.6 x 59.6 cm.
Swivelling coloured panels
from XLI GHTs Basic
collection.
2 Wall cladding:
Concrete Grey Nature

100 x 300 cm. Columns:
Concrete Black Nature
100 x 300 cm. Floor: Max
Grey Nature.
3 Wall cladding:
White llature NVY tile, 100
x 300 cm. Floor: on Black
Timber Nature,
10 x BO cm.
4 XLIGHT cladding: Code

series. First, Code Beige
Nature, 100 x 300 cm,
fol lowed by Code Coal
Nature, 100 x 300 cm;
Code Grey Nature,
100 x 300 cm and finally
Code White Nature,
100 x 300 cm. Floor:
Yazz Black Nature,
45 x 90 cm.

Urbatek always offers the highest quality in each of its
collections. Its design and functionality give that distinctive
touch so sought after by arch itects, interior designers and
developers. Urbatek is a ceramic for big projects and the most demanding
customers; it is a technical porcelain offering durability and mechanical
features that go above and beyond the most rigorous industry standards,
and in addition, it is available in a wide range of colours, textures and
surface fini shes that combine to perfection in any indoor or outdoor space.
This year, Urbatek is focusing on new technologies with its large-format,
ultra-fine XLIGHT product. The best way to transform architecture into
contemporary style. "
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1 Ventilated fagade area,
building makeover using
STON-KER ventilated fagade
and Krion® fagade system.
2 Butech's Reception area.

PORCELANOSA GROUP

BUTECH
Butech's wide range of materials and construction systems has added new
products this year to further help Porcelanosa customers in their projects.
Thus, the fair exhibited several edg ings and decorative shower grates
for more delicate and exclusive finishes to be achieved: Crystal Rock
Silver decorative edging (decorative listel tile with ultra-shiny, irregular
Swarovski crystals), a chromed shower grate (decorative and ultra-shiny
to go with the ceram ic shower trays), a ceramic shower grate (a fini sh
to provide the bathroom floor with visual continuity), a gilt shower grate
(with gilt finish, matching the gilt edging and joint range) and the glass
shower grate (glass tinted in different colours). Other new products were
Lamitech n which is a decoupling layer for waterproofing outdoor fl oors;
and S2 Super-flex, a high-performance powderless adhesive, particularly
recommended for XLIGHT.

3 SATEC System
(anoutdoor ceramic thermal
isolation system) for
fagades designed in XLIGHT,
by Urbatek.
4 An adjusting-panel
system for building fagad es.

S Edging Section.
6 Butech's Technical
Floor Area. Note the Cli
ker n system patented by
Porcelanosa.
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SERAFIN GUINOT
MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS

Butech was set up w ith the goal of guaranteeing the
projects of all tiling professionals and making their work
easier through the use of sustainable and responsible
products and materials that fulfil the needs both of home users and
construction professionals. "

A HOME UNDER
THE BLUE SKY
This was the dream of this young married couple
when they entrusted the refurbishment of this topfoor duplex in the city of Valencia to the Gallardo
Llopis Arquitectos studio and the BFM Aedifcatoria
construction company, who chose materials by
Porcelanosa Group’s to achieve it.
Text: LORENA MUÑOZ-ALONSO Photos: FERNANDO ALDA

Opposite, a view of the northeast terrace, where the continuity between the living room and the outdoor areas can be appreciated as the
project sought to reinforce the enjoyment of the two directions this home faces. The flooring was done in Ibiza Arenado marble,
60 x 60 cm, by L’Antic Colonial. Top, a front view of the living room, which takes advantage of the home’s two façades.
Above, the importance of the design’s flexibility is clear in these photos showing the connection to the different rooms. The whiteness of the
walls, exterior cupboard finishes and doors contrasts with the natural wood colour of the Siena flooring by L’Antic Colonial.

T

hey wanted a contemporary and
versatile home suitable for the
lifestyle of a young, dynamic and
easy-going couple, with light and
views as essential elements. The
main hitch? Excessive division made this loft —
otherwise full of possibilities — look small and
dark. To solve this drawback, the project’s team
— Carlos Gallardo, Javier Gallardo and Jose
Luis Gallardo, of Gallardo Llopis Arquitectos
(www.gallardo-llopis.com) — designed a total
refurbishment that made the most of both the
two directions the home faces and its two floors
to create an open-plan space in which the
layout and materials contributed to blur the line
between interior and exterior spaces.

LOFT-VALENCIA-ING.indd 30-31

Renovated by the B F M Aedificatoria
construction company (www.bfmedificatoria.
com), the prevailing colour in this house is
white – for both the lower floor as well as
the upper floor. White extends to the exterior
finishes of the cupboards and doors, as well as
to all the bedrooms’ made-to-measure furniture
whose design led to impressively clean lines
− starkly minimalist but very cosy. To maintain
this simplicity the architects decided to conceal
a number of elements − for instance, the airconditioning system, very necessary with the
hot Valencian climate. The home, which does
not have very high ceilings, made installing a
ducted air-conditioning system impossible, so
all these elements were hidden in specifically

22/07/14 09:57

Above, left and right, two photos of the sitting room: one taken at night and the other during the day so that the intensity of the light
coming in from the terrace can be appreciated. The walnut-coloured hardwood floor is Siena, by L’Antic Colonial.
Below, the white finish of the living room cupboards surround the designer fireplace and the door that leads to the rest of the rooms is
perfectly integrated to maintain visual continuity. The original and peaceful lighting, embedded in the floor is outstanding.

Clockwise, from top left, the large window in the kitchen is the other point where light enters this home that faces two directions;
access to the upper floor is from the living room and is perfectly integrated into this room thanks to the zigzag staircase
that leads to a multi-purpose space where edges and skylights are the main features. The flooring of all these spaces is done in multiformat hardwood Siena by L’Antic Colonial, smooth soft-to-the-touch planks give the room a feel of length thanks to their size.

designed modules. Linear lighting systems
were also concealed by embedding them both
in the ceiling and the floor, fulfilling the home’s
lighting needs without adding visual elements
to interrupt the whole. In addition, they installed
reflective panels combined with glass panels
to multiply the light across the spaces. To
counterbalance the markedly minimalist style,
the floor was done in multi-format Siena
hardwood flooring in warm walnut by L’Antic
Colonial whose long planks, apart from being
smooth to the touch, increase the feeling of
space.
The home’s structure was designed as a
longitudinal shape with both façades open,
thus creating a visual link between the two. The

LOFT-VALENCIA-ING.indd 32-33

premise was always that of maximising the use
of daylight, and so the ground floor with the
kitchen, living room and northeast-facing terrace
was designed as a single open space. For the
architects, it was essential to maintain this visual
continuity as well as that of the light in a flexible
way to allow the different spaces to be used
depending on different requirements. A series of
mobile panels that can be moved into different
positions was installed to create a more or less
distinct separation between the kitchen and the
living room − the latter opens onto the terrace,
which has an outdoor sitting room.
The upper floor was laid out around a space
where the couple’s child can play, also acting
as a hallway to the adjacent rooms. Thanks to

22/07/14 09:57

Above, in the multi-purpose space complete with a reading corner, the main features are the skylights and strategically placed lights.
Below, an example of how versatile and multi-use spaces can change depending on the requirements and situations.
This way, the home can be freely laid out, with the first floor as a play space, the heart of the home and a hallway for adjacent rooms.
In addition, the design of both bedrooms is highly visual and their southeast-facing windows fill the spaces with light

Top, the bathrooms were clad in white, lightly veined Athenas marble by L’Antic Colonial.
The basin countertops were done in Krion® by Systempool, and give a feel of continuity with the furniture and cleverly conceal
the linear shower drain. Above, the master bedroom, with Siena hardwood flooring by L’Antic Colonial,
has impressive views over the Palau de les Arts Reina Sofía and huge windows for daylight to come in from the terrace, whose floor and
raised flowerbeds are done in Ibiza Arenado marble, 60 x 60 cm, by L’Antic Colonial.

the skylights installed in this space, daylight can
light the staircase and the ground floor. From the
outset, the aim of this project was to increase
the enjoyment of the southeast-facing side of
this floor so both the master bedroom and the
child’s bedroom were planned with this idea in
mind; they now have magnificent views over
Valencia’s Palau de les Arts Reina Sofía and
large windows through which the morning light
floods into the rooms. The master bedroom was
designed to be linked to the outside so that the
stars could be seen before falling asleep, and the
blue sky could be enjoyed on waking up.
Essential in this plan to bring the outside
in are the exquisite terraces of this home,
whose surfaces − including the raised flower

LOFT-VALENCIA-ING.indd 34-35

beds − were done in Ibiza Arenado marble,
60 x 60 cm, by L’Antic Colonial, and reflect
the sunlight into the home’s interior. The
bathrooms were also clad in marble − in this
case, Athenas by L’Antic Colonial, chosen for
its elegant shade of white with light veining.
The basin countertops were done in Krion®, a
material that, apart from being functional and
durable, affords a look of continuity with the
furniture, and enabled the architects to design
a hidden linear shower drain. The result is a
light-filled, open-plan home that looks out
onto spectacular views of Valencia, and whose
furniture and storage units generate a feeling
of order and tranquillity. A truly peaceful haven
in the middle of this lively city. /
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IVAN MAÑERO,
ARCHITECT AND DESIGNER
OF BEAUTY

METHOD AND
TECHNOLOGY
Dr. Ivan Mañero defnes himself as a
perfectionist who seeks naturalness in the
outcome of every project and every treatment:
a tenacious designer who develops his creative
activity with the purpose of highlighting the
beauty and harmony of each project. The IM
CLINIC is his own ‘Shangri-La’ — state-of-theart architecture and design with views to the
Collserola Mountain Range.
Text: MARISA SANTAMARÍA Photos: FÉLIX LORENZO

D

arrangement of the functional spaces in
r. I v a n M a ñ e r o , p l a s t i c
order to provide each patient with the most
surgeon and founder of the
efficient, customised care. The result was
Clínica Mediterránea and
these two rectangular buildings overlooking
the ‘Dr. Ivan Mañero’ Plastic
the Collserola mountain range. Their overall
Surgery Institute, sees beauty
floor area adds up to 5,500 m² on three levels
as a sign of harmony, balance and symmetry
where a team of 80 professionals work.
in human physical appearance. “We should
The façades are all glass, affording the whole
always keep in mind that a person’s beauty is
individual and non transferable.
Finding that balance for each
patient is essential for achieving
the best results.” These are the
words of Dr. Mañero to define
the three concepts which are at
the core of his work as a plastic
I NSTI TUTO DE .Cl UGiA PU~TICA
surgeon — and as a designer,
too, as he was at the helm of the
architecture and interior design
of his new Barcelona clinic,
opened in Sant Cugat del Vallés
at the end of 2013.
The clinic’s project, directed by
Dr. Mañero under the supervision
of the Mario Corea Arquitectura
studio started from the central
idea of integrating cutting-edge
technology and a systematic
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building great transparency. Inside, white is the
prevailing colour. Great importance is attached
to skylights and to the spectacular lights made
up of concentric rings whose changing colours
create different moods.
In the main building are the operating
theatres, the doctors’ surgeries and 17 rooms
(three suites and 14 rooms of over 30 m²).
The Clinic also houses a gym
and the headquarters of the
“Dr. Ivan Mañero” Foundation. In
the second building are the IM
Beauty Medical Clinic, the Dental
Aesthetics Unit, the Hair Unit and
the Active Longevity Unit ⎯ the
latter fitted with an Anti-aging
treatment area.
The doctor has brought his
twenty years of work experience
to this clinic. A true pioneer in his
field, he constantly researches
new techniques and procedures to
offer better and more long-lasting
results and methods that are as
least aggressive as possible.
Studying design and applying
cutting-edge technologies are the

The clinic’s lobby, whose
highlights are the backlit
countertop in Krion® by
Systempool and the White
Ston-ker Microcement floor,
80 x 80, by Porcelanosa.
Opposite, clockwise, the clinic’s
glass exterior gives a transparent
look to the rooms; a sculpture
representing Yin and Yang;
countertop in Krion®, by
Systempool.

22/07/14 10:01

driving forces behind his continuous evolution.
“This new concept of clinics was the
result of a commitment to the wellbeing of
our patients but the heart of our practice
should not be forgotten: a team of highly
qualified professionals united by a single
work methodology and who share the same
philosophy: to offer impeccable attention to
patients. The IM CLINIC is a revolutionary
medical concept, unique in Europe,” remarks
Dr. Mañero.
At his IM CLINIC, Dr. Ivan Mañero also has
room for some of his most special personal
projects: the foundation that carries his
name (“Dr. Ivan Mañero” Foundation) and
the AMIC NGO (Asociación Médica por la
Infancia [Medical Association for Childhood], a
Catalonian entity), two non-profit organisations
that work hand in hand on cooperation
for development in Guinea Bissau, one of
the world’s poorest countries, carrying out
educational, social, health, gender equality and
sanitary projects.
These organisations, apart from having their
headquarters in the clinic — from which the
various humanitarian projects are directed —
have its medical installations at their disposal
for some of their projects, such as the fight
against female genital mutilation and the
transfer from Guinea-Bissau of sick children
to receive medical care or be operated on at
this centre. /

Clockwise next to these lines,
from top left, a detail
of the exterior flooring in
Par-Ker®porcelain stoneware:
Montana Noce tile by
Venis; in the cafeteria, the
same Montana Noce ceramic
parquet was used, and the
bar was done in Krion® by
Systempool; worktop-unit in
the public bathroom in Krion®;
the entrance to the clinic’s
rooms are in backlit Krion® by
Systempool, and once again,
the clinic’s reception area, with
a white countertop in Krion®,
and singular lights made up of
concentric rings that change their
colours to create different moods.

CLINICA-BARCELONA-ING.indd 32-33

Far left, a fragment of the
shower, with tapware
by Noken and Mosaic
Rodano Silver cladding,
by Porcelanosa.
Above and left, a detail
of the Krion® basins,
by Systempool.
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TEMPORARY MUSEUM FOR NEW DESING DE MILAN

DOUBLE ROD
BY PORCELANOSA

Porcelanosa Group's eight brands were preser 't 1at
the Fuori Salone 201 4 - Gamadecor in Eurocu~ ina in an initiative that recreated a contemporal

l

apartment with avant-garde materials.

11

ill1

Hembert Penaranda designed a
sitting room that revolves around

orcelanosa Group showed off its
eight brands at the Temporary
Museum fo r New Design, at
the Fuori Salone - an initiative
that, on the occasion of the
show, encompassed different activities off the
fair's premises. Th e event - developed by the
Spanish company - was called Double Room,
and its stars were two internationally renowned
architects: Benedetto Camerana and Hembert
Pefiaranda. Th e arch itect and landscape artist
from Turin was in charg e of designing the
sleeping area of an imaginary contemporary
apartment, wh ile Pefiaranda designed a modern
living room.
In this sin gu lar, contemporary apartm ent,
Krion® took centre stage. It was present in the
sculptures by Ouico Torres and the silhouettes of
dancers created by Laura Zeni: these artworks
shared Double Room's architectural space and
exploited this mineral compound 's power to
maximum effect to make seemingly impossible
designs real. In addition, in the Superstudio Piu
garden, visitors were able to interact with the Alfa
bench, designed by Veronica Martrnez Design
and made in Krion® by the 2eses team.

aplayful symmetry between

P

the floor and the ceiling (with
acustomisable stretch ceiling
I•

f-....

system by Butech). Atable
done in white Krion® on a
perimeter of multi-coloured
uprightsoccupies the centre of
the room. The floor is amulti
format combination with Oxford
and Hampton ceramic parquet
pieces. by Porcelanosa and

Venis, respectively. To one
side are several rectangular
spaces clad with Avenue

Nature (Brown and White)
and Code (Beige and Grey
The central element of the

area where the designer created

sleeping area created by

abasin and shower tray from

Benedetto Camerana is a

a single sheet of this solid

continuous curved sheet of

surface by Systempool which

Krion® that becomes the

was thermo-curved to create

support. headboard - decorated

the various folds. The floor is

with Figure in Motion, apiece by

in Oxford Natural ceramic

Laura Zeni - and the canopy for

parquet by Porcelanosa, while

aking-size bed. Hidden behind

the wall is clad with White

the headboard is the bathroom

Wave ceramic tiles, by Venis.

Nature) porcelain stoneware
tiles by Urbatek, all of them
combined with other ceramic
tiles - specifically. Nara by
Venis. The wall that acts as a
dividing panel was clad with Taco

Oxford ceramic mosaic. by
Porcelanosa, in Natural and
Steel tones.

EUROCUCINA 2014 MILANO
ithin th e fr a mework
of th e Milan Design
Week, Gamadecor took
part in Eurocucina - a
famous benchmark fair
org anised to showcase trend s and new kitchen
developments - with its Emotions collection, w hich
did not fail to surpri se given the infinite possibilities
it offers thanks to th e different models that can
be customised in multiple materials, finishes and
dimensions, and w hich adapt to all kinds of spaces
(up to 64 different fini shes). Both interior design
professionals and the general public w ho visited
Eurocucina discovered first-hand a small sample of
this collection at the Gamadecor stand, with models
like the Trotter kitchen (awarded with th e Good

Design Prize for its innovative design), Evolution
(with its kitchen ranges hidden under a Krion®
worktop in th e central island), and Forest (where
the cooking space is hidden behind an elegant
cabin that integrates the kitchen into other home
spaces), among other cutting-edge creations.
Gamadecor offered visitors an applicati on to
see the results of th e multiple combinations that
can be achieved w ith Emotions, and also took
advantage of the occasion to present its new
products for oth er home areas, such as Cic io,
a bathroom unit w ith a rotating column system
and a mirror th at shows o r hides its interior,
a nd a minimalist cabinet w ith glass doors,
equipped w ith a set of oak modules and shelves
suspended on aluminium edges. ✓

•

EVOLUTION KITCHEN
Astep towards the kitchen of

front hides the kitchen so

- is stratified matt Ghost Black.

that different spacescan be

which. thanks to nanotechnology,

the future. When not in use. the

camouflaged and connected

shows no fingermarks and is

kitchen (opposite) lookslike

without compromising the overall

scratchproof.

a cube made of high-quality

appearance of the home.

TROTTER KITCHEN

materials that might be exhibited

The outer part is in natural.

in amuseum. By acti'lating two

panelled oak. creating acontrast

Awarded with the prestigious

automated systems. the cube

with the inner part in glossy.

GoodDesign Prize (Top right).

becomes a full-equipped kitchen.

lacquered Earth Red.

The fact that both the island and
suspended in the air - only the

grain of which forms different

E3.6O KITCHEN
An enveloping and elegant

designs creating visual unique

design (top left) ~ith integrated

touch the floor - increases visual

effects.

aluminium handles and two

spaciousness and the light feel of

finishes: Glass Jasper brown

the whole area.

FOREST KITCHEN
Amonolith in high-quality

dominates; a latest-generation.

Thisimpressive kitchen consists

stratified. glossy finish ensures a

of modules in natural walnut

materials reveals the perfect

very smooth surface and creates

veneer finish and lacquered in

kitchen for a studio apartment

a glass-like effect. The second

glossy slate. held in place by a

finish - on frontsas well as

thick mitred frame.

The material chosen was an
overlay of natural oak panels, the

(next to these lines). Its folding

the storage columnsare semi-

inside some of the drawers. and
on the worktop itself thanks to
its outstanding characteristics

cleverly designed steel structures

r ~ PROJECTS

THE ART OF WINDOW DRESSING
The Porcelanosa Group entru s ted Carmen B aselga's Ta ller de Proyectos w ith th e w indow
dressing design for its showroom in Valencia. The interio r designer dazzled everyone
w ith a modern space in whic h to present the products c reated by P orcelanosa's e ight firm s.
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he n Ca rmen Baselga was
commissioned w ith the window
dre ss ing design of th e new
Porcelanosa Colon (Valencia) shop, she was
totally convinced that it should be conceived
as a real-life space: "Like the real bathroom of
an imaginary married couple in a contemporary
home [...]. but also not forgetting th at it is a
shop display which should look good from three
different ang les - one of them, from Calle
Colon, perhaps th e busiest shopping street in
Valencia;• she explains. Thi s designer - also a

W

'

Sketch and plan showing the
separation between the two
hand-basin areas thanks to one
of them being slightly turned (the
one nearest the window), that
besides attracting the attention of
passers-by, creates flow for the
whole design.

lecturer for th e University Master's Degree in
Interior Design at the Universidad Carden al
Herrera-CEU - quickly got to work, and thei
first thing she did was to visit the company's
facilities in Villarreal to see th e Group's new
products shown at th e late st fair, where shei
chose some intere sting materials while oth ers
served as inspiration.
The relevant in situ work and the final design
wouId come later,for which Baselga kept in min cl
important conditions required by Porcelanosa..
For instance, the shop window - with a depth

almos t three time s th at of its width - should
display as many products as possible from all
the Porcelanosa Group brands. In addition,
th e setting would have to be attractive, but also
very realistic: a space th at could be integrated
into a project for a real home.
The fin al re sult fin al could not have been
more appropri ate or spectacular: a dual space
th at can be almost com pletely appre ciated
from ou tside, but where there is also a sense
of intrigue so that people feel tempted to enter
and discover more.

To achieve thisspectacular and
contemporarywindowd1essing
design, Carmen Baselgavisited
the Porcelanosa Group fair
in Villaneal and later returned to
choose the definitive materials
together with Jose Maria
Colonques at Porcelanosa's
ceramic tile cent1e.

r ~ PROJECTS

' For the hand-basin area, we used the 'twin'
concept- in other word s, two identical areas, but
w ith some features th at differentiate them. Their
use is the same, their formal appearance is one:
the difference lies in the materials;• summarises
Baselga. A duality is also present in both wet
areas: ' One identifies more w ith relaxation and is
w here th e bathtub stands beside the large shop
w indow th at overlooks the street, and th e other,
w hich is further back, utilises a more regenerative
use of water, more akin to traditional Arab baths,
although with a style that is unlike them - our
intention was not to make them similar at all, but
to endow home wet areas with a contemporary
touch;' she specifies.
It is in thi s shower-space w here Krion® has
been used, from the shower tray itself to th e
accessori es (full-l ength shelf, stools, even a
j ardiniere). Also done in thi s solid surface is the
plant-inspired latticework designed to separate
thi s section from the WC: •we wanted thi s to be
a private area w hich would make you feel close
to nature, or rather, to the feelings th at nature
stirs in us,' says Baselga. .I'

The Porcelanosa Group
materials used by Carmen
Baselga for her windowdressing
design are: Arti san, an aged,
natural wood parquet by L'Anti c

Colonial combined with large
format cement-like Xli ght
ceramic sheets by Urbatek.
Samoa Anthracite, of Asian
inspiration with a special

.

stone-like texture; latticework
and several elements of the
shower space done in Krion®
by Systempool, and Manni

China Line. Note the Krion®
bathtub as well as the hand
basins and shower columns from
the MOOD series by Noken.
Work was carried out by
employees of the Porcelanosa

Group and, in the case of
Krion®, by lndulec and VF.

-
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STYLE ON
E INSIDE
AND THE 0
SIDE
The Inditex Group once again entrusted the
tel Veciana
Arquitectura studio, headed by architect Jordi Caste
Jordi Veciana, with the design of several of its Bersh
around the world. These are only some of the wonders the
ve
achieved thanks to the versatility and whiteness of Krion® an
Ston-ker® by Porcelanosa's durable and eco-friendly floorings.

HILVERSUM
In th e Du tch city of Hilversum, c lose to
Amsterdam, a proj ect design for Bershka - a
brand of fashion for the young - has just been
unveiled: a 90-m 2 ventilated fac;ade done in
Krion®. The Inditex Group once again entrusted
th e Cas tel Veciana A rquitectura studio w ith
th e proj ect's development, and Porcelanosa
Group with th e supply of materials and th e
execution of th e exterior fac;ade. Th e durability
of thi s compact mineral to withstand extreme
outdoor conditions and the sun's rays, as well
as its easy maintenance and cleaning, were
some of th e reasons why the studi o chose thi s
new-generati on solid surface developed by
Systempool.
Th e brand s Krion ® and Butech of th e
Porcelanosa Group worked togeth er on the
stud y, analysis and development of th e project
and created a design made up of a seri es of
horizontally and verti cally arranged parallel lines,
with a simple but elegant fini sh. The letterin g
of the shop's name, directly engraved onto th e
Krion® surface, is also worth mentioning.
Photos: PETER WEIJ SE
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BOLOGNA
Inditex chose the Via Independenza, Bologna’s
main high street for its new Bershka shop. In
turn, the Castel Veciana Arquitectura studio
chose Krion® as the material to create different
aspects for the project. Thus, the shop’s till
area boasts a striking countertop in a bespoke,
impressive and distinctive colour. The walls on
the women’s floor, with openings as doorways,
and with mirrored columns that act as changing
rooms, are clad in jointless Snow White
1100 Krion®. In addition, the lettering of the
brand’s name − mechanically engraved on the
wall’s surface − is LED-backlit. Clothes racks
and shelves hang from a series of vertical zips
which are attached to the Krion® sheets. The
floor at the entrance and in the central area is
done in Extreme White, 59.6 × 120 cm, by
Porcelanosa. At the back of the ground floor,
and separated by two mirrored columns, is one of
the shop’s most eclectic spaces as it combines
the building’s original flooring with a cross vault
clad in one of today’s most innovative materials:
a new-generation solid surface developed by
Systempool. The design of the upper floor −
devoted to men’s fashion − combines light and
dark colours and features a continuous wall clad
in Black 1901 Krion®, with the lettering of
the word ‘MAN’ in Snow White 1100 Krion®
embedded in the black background. Krion®
Lux adhesives were used to avoid joints on
the panels. Extreme Black 59.6 x 120 cm by
Porcelanosa was used for the floor. A spiral
staircase connects both floors. This metallic
structure, whose steps have ceramic tiling on
the upper part and translucent Extreme White
Light 4102 Krion® on the lower part, includes
innovative lighting which envelops the entire
structure and is a highlight of the shop.
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MADRID
Arch itect Jordi Castel and designer Jordi
Veciana, directo rs of the Castel Vec iana
arch itectu re studio, are the cre ators of this
Bershka fac;:ade in central Madrid's busy
Preciados Street. Done in large White Krion®
panels arranged geome,trically, the design is
consistent with the adjacent fac;:ades and also
with the studio's simple and understated style.
Th e panels that constitute the resistant solid
surface of this fac;:ade am arranged on different
vertical planes, with ligh,ting in the j oints and
behind the raised panels. A remarkable fac;:ade
in the daylight thanks to the intense refractive
effect of the light on its white surface, it changes
at dusk and at night it becomes a striking focus
of attention, yet again thanks to innovative
lighting and its reflection on the Krion® panels
by Systempool.

,.

ISTANBUL
The solid , robust bu ilding that houses the
Bershka shop in this Turkish city was designed
by Castel Veciana and has a ventilated fac;:ade
in White Krion®, a stark white material that
is not only beautiful, but also saves energy as it
acts as insulation thanks to its chimney effect. Its
monolithic appearance required the designers to
think seriously about its expansion joints: these
elements are essential in any building and were
successfully integrated thanks to Krion® and
as a result are almost unnoticeable - and are
not a focal point for passers-by. Th e imposing
character of the building at night is remarkable
as it has an avant-gard e look differentiated by
the perfectly integrated Iines of light on the
fac;:ade's design.

lllll

VALENCIA
One of today's largest Bershka shops was
installed in a renovated, iconic building in central
Valencia, preserving its protected Valencian
neoclassical style fac;;ade ( 1870-1 880). In
order to obtain a LEED Platinum certifi cati on
for th is two-floor shop of over 1,307 m2 , th e
building materi als and systems used were eco
fri end ly, fo r example, th e durable Ston-ker®
Extreme ceramic floorin g, 59.6 x 120 cm, by
Porcelanosa: in Silver for the women's fas hion
departm ent, Black for the men's department and
White for th e entrance and countertops. The
stairs leading to the first fl oor are also clad in
the same Ston-ker®. In addition, its energ y
efficiency was achieved through th e installation
of photovoltaic panels in the skylights - which
make the most of the daylight- and also through
the use of low-energy lamps. In addition, a water
recycling system was installed to reduce potable
water consumpti on from th e water supply
network by over 75%. ✓
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PORCELANOSA IN THE WORLD

AUSTRALIA
NEW SOUTH WALES
EARP BROS TILE - NEWCASTLE
79-81 Parry St, Newcastle.
T: +61 2 4925 4555 - F: +61 2 4962 2926
EARP BROS TILE - SYDNEY
666 Pacific Highway, Chatswood, Sydney
T: +61 2 9410 3222 - F: +61 2 9410 2011
PORCELANOSA KITCHENS
55 Holt Street, Surry Hills, Sydney
T: +61 2 9211 1998 - F: +61 2 9212 1330
QUEENSLAND
ACE STONE & TILES
48 Prospect St Fortitude Valley QLD
Brisbane
T: +61 7 5493 3344 - F: +61 7 5493 3117
TILESCOPE IMPORTS
Kilroe Street, Brisbane
T: +61 7 3371 5777 - F: +61 7 3371 5133
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
ITALIA CERAMICS
55 Glynburn Road, Adelaide
T: +61 8 8336 2366 -F: +61 8 8336 9016
TASMANIA
ROSSETTO TILING
233 Murray Street, Hobart
T: +61 3 6231 2931 - F: +61 3 6231 5783
ROSSETTO TILING
80 Invermay Road, Launceston
T: +61 3 6326 4955 - F: +61 3 6326 6003
VICTORIA
EARP BROS TILE - MELBOURNE
143-149 Abbotsford St, Melbourne
T: +61 3 9328 8598 - F: +61 3 9348 9996
WEST AUSTRALIA
MIDDLE SWAN TRADING
19B King Edward Rd, Osborne Park
T: +61 8 9445 1777 - F: +61 8 9446 3127

CANADA
NEW BRUNSWICK
DOMINION TILE & SUPPLIES
136 High St, Moncton
T: +506 857 8906 -F : +506 857 4149
BRITISH COLUMBIA
FONTILE DISTRIBUTORS
270 Terminal Avenue, Vancouver
T: +604 683 9358 - F: +604 683 6758
ALBERTA
PORCELANOSA CALGARY
1334 11th Ave. SW, Calgary
T: (587) 349-2290

INDIA
BANGALORE
KATTA
HOPCOMS, Mavalli
T: +91 11 2670 3832 - F: +91 22 2670 0377
HYDERABAD
SRUSHTI
Opp G V K Mall, Road No 4
T: +91 40 6668 2224 - F: +91 40 4220 3416
KOLKATA
JAIPUR MARBLE
3, Upper wood St. (Theater Road)
T: +91 33 2290 7755 - F: +91 33 2280 7787
MUMBAI
MILAGRO
Nehru Nagar, Opp Hanuman Temple,
Kanjurmarg (East)
T: +91 22 2579 0686 - F: +91 22 2579 0684
NEW DELHI
DREAM HOME
M-51,’M’ Block Market, Greater Kailash,
Part 2. T: +91 11 4272 0032
LA CERAMICA
B- 9/12, Rajouri Garden,
New Delhi
T: +91 11 25176090 - F: +91 11 257176092
MARMO HOME PVT. LTD.
5258, Shraddhanand Marg,
New Delhi
T: +91 11 47128800 - F: +91 11 23218728
OYSTER BATH CONCEPTS PVT. LTD.
D-73, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-I, Delhi
T: +91 9811083946
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NEW ZEALAND
AUCKLAND
JACOBSEN CREATIVE SURFACES
228 Orakei Road, Remuera, Auckland
T: +64 95241475
TILE WAREHOUSE 286 Churc St, Penrose
T: +64 649349550 -F: +64 6222112
CANTERBURY
JACOBSEN CREATIVE SURFACES
2/60 Durham Street South, Christchurch
T: +64 95241475
NEXT DORE
102 Montreal St, Christchurch
T: +64 33669400 - F: +6433654406
WELLINGTON
JACOBSEN CREATIVE SURFACES
1/23 Marion Street, Wellington
T: +64 95241475

SINGAPORE
AAMOR PTE LTD
120 Lower Delta Road #01-13 Cendex,
Centre, Singapore.
T: +65 6878 0200 - F: +65 6878 0500
FERNANDO MARTIN BENITO
31 Kaki Bukit Road 3, 06-13 Techlink,
Singapore.
T: +65 9780 1472 - F: +65 64621620
HAFARY PRIVATE LIMITED
No.105, Eunos Avenue 3, Singapore.
T: +65 6604 7702 - F: +65 6253 4496

SOUTH AFRICA
JOHANNESBURG
AFRIKANO TILE & DECOR
151 Industrial Rd
T: +27 8392333
CLASSIC TRADING
Shop G1, Woodmead Commercial
Park Waterfall, Crescent, Woodmead,
Johannesburg
T: +27 11 656 0400 - F: +27 11 656 0403
DURBAN
CLASSIC TRADING
Unit 12, 155 Rochdale Rd,
Springfield Park T: +27 31 577 8382 - F:
+27 31 577 7056
MAHARANI
229 Inanda Road
T: +27 5777860
CAPE TOWN
KENZAN TILES
T: +27 21 5108310 - F: +27 21 5108317

UNITED
KINGDOM
BERKSHIRE
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
7 Bridgewater Close, Berks, Reading
T: +44 08444 818 954
F: +44 08444 818 964
BRISTOL
PORCELANOSA WESTERN
Lysander Road, Cribbs Causeway, Bristol
T: +44 0117 959 71 51
F: +44 0117 959 71 55
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
Dukesmead, Werrington, Peterborough
T: +44 08444 818 957
F: +08444 818 967
DEVON
PORCELANOSA WESTERN
20 Trusham Road, Marsh Barton Ind,
Est Exeter
T: +44 01392 215 552
F: +44 01392 215 557
GIBRALTAR
LIFESTYLE DESIGN STUDIO LTD
24-22 Ocean Village Promenade, Ocean
Village, Gibraltar
T: +35020066390
HERTFORDSHIRE
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
Otterspool Way, Watford

T: +44 08444 818 951
F: +44 08444 818 961
JERSEY ISLAND
PASTELLA GROUP
Rue a la Dame, St. Saviour
T: +44 01534 870167
F: +44 01534 723199
LANARKSHIRE
PORCELANOSA SCOTLAND
2 Rocep Drive, Braehead, Glasgow
T: +44 0141 533 1000
F: +44 0141 533 1007
LANCASHIRE
PORCELANOSA NORTH WEST
Water Street, Manchester
T: +44 0161 817 33 00
F: +44 0161 817 33 01
PORCELANOSA NORTH WEST
850 Europa Boulevard, Westbrook,
Warrington
T: +44 01925 237 807
F: +44 01925 237 888
LONDON
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
Wandsworth Bridge Road, Fulham
T: +44 08444 818 952
F: +44 08444 818 962
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
93/99 Goswell Road, Clerkenwell, London
T: +44 08444 818 959
F: +44 08444 818 969
MIDLOTHIAN
PORCELANOSA SCOTLAND
Unit B Newbridge Industrial Estate,
Cliftonhall Road, Edinburgh
T: +44 0131 335 38 83
F: +44 0131 335 38 84
NORFOLK
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
Amsterdam Way, Norwich Airport, Norwich
T: +44 08444 818 958
F: +44 08444 818 968
NORTHUMBERLAND
PORCELANOSA SCOTLAND
Unit 1, 259 Scotswood Road,
Newcastle Upon Tyne
T: +44 0191 272 5224
F: +44 0191 272 2986
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
PORCELANOSA MIDLANDS
Nottingham Road Chilwell, Nottingham
T: +44 0115 983 65 00
F: +44 0115 983 65 65
GLAMORGAN
PORCELANOSA WESTERN
360 Newport Road Cardiff, South
T: +44 0292 0465 166
F: +44 0292 0465 156
SOUTH YORKSHIRE
PORCELANOSA YORKSHIRE
The Carr, Carriage Drive, Doncaster
T: +44 01302 30 47 13
F: +44 01302 30 47 15
PORCELANOSA YORKSHIRE
2 Windsor Road, Meersbrook, Sheffield
T: +44 0114 250 01 08
F: +44 0114 255 22 65
STAFFORDSHIRE
PORCELANOSA MIDLANDS
Roman Way Retail Park Longford Island,
Watling Street, Cannock
T: +44 01543 223025
F: +44 01543 462959
SUFFOLK
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
101 Redbridge Road, Millbrook,
Southampton
T: +44 08444 818 956
F: +44 08444 818 966
SURREY
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
Marshall House, 468-472 Purley Way,
Waddon, Croydon
T: +44 08444 818 953
F: +44 08444 818 963
WARWICKSHIRE
PORCELANOSA MIDLANDS
600 Stratford Road, Shirley, Solihull

T: +44 0121 746 64 64
F: +44 0121 746 64 65
WEST YORKSHIRE
PORCELANOSA YORKSHIRE
24/26 Cross Stamford Street,
Regent Street, Leeds
T: +44 0113 24 44 223
F: +44 0113 24 34 024

USA
CALIFORNIA
PORCELANOSA ANAHEIM
1301 S. State College Blvd. Suite E,
Anaheim
T: +1 714 772 3183 - F: +1 714 772 9851
PORCELANOSA SAN FRANCISCO
78 Division St, San Francisco
T: +1 415 593 7763 - F: +1 415 593 7664
PORCELANOSA SAN JOSE
391 East Brokaw Road, San Jose
T: +1 408 467 9400 - F: +1 408 467 9410
PORCELANOSA WEST HOLLYWOOD
8900 Beverly Blvd, West Hollywood
T: +1 310-300-2090
CONNECTICUT
PORCELANOSA RIVERSIDE
1063 E Putnam AveRiverside
T: +1 203 698 7618 - F: +1 203 698 7619
FLORIDA
PORCELANOSA MIAMI
8700 N.W. 13th Terrace, Miami
T: +1 305 715 7153 - F: +1 305 592 6999
PORCELANOSA POMPANO BEACH
3400 N. Powerline Road, Pompano Beach
T: +1 954 968 7666 - F: +1 954 968 7699
GEORGIA
PORCELANOSA ATLANTA
Peachtree Hills Avenue 349, Atlanta
T: +1 3057157153
ILLINOIS
PORCELANOSA CHICAGO
Luxe Home at the Merchandise Mart, 222
Merchandise Mart Plz Suite 149, Chicago
T: +1 312 204 6220 - F: +1 312 204 6240
MARYLAND
PORCELANOSA ROCKVILLE
11500 Rockville Pike, North Bethesda
T: +1 301 294 8193
MASSACHUSETTS
PORCELANOSA BOSTON - BOSTON DESIGN
CENTER
1 Design Center Place, Suite 505, Boston
T: +1 617-963-7666
NUEVA JERSEY
PORCELANOSA EAST BRUNSWICK
252 Route 18 NorthEast, Brunswick
T: +1 732 613 1915 - F: +1 732 613 9181
PORCELANOSA PARAMUS
65 Route 17 South, Paramus
T: +1 201 712 0556 - F: +1 201 599 1520
PORCELANOSA RAMSEY
600 Rt 17 North, Ramsey
T: +1 201 995 1310 - F: +1 201 995 1960
NEW YORK
PORCELANOSA NYDC
200 Lexington Avenue. Suite 609, Nueva York
T: +1 212 252 7370
PORCELANOSA WESTBURY
775 Old Country Road, Westbury
T: +1 516 338 0097 - F: +1 516 338 0098
TEXAS
PORCELANOSA DALLAS
Decorative Design Center. 1617 Hi Line Drive
Suite 415, Dallas
T: +1 214 377 2327 - F: +1 214 234 1340

WORLDWIDE
ALBANIA Tirana
ANGOLA Luanda
ALGELIA Alger
ARGENTINA Buenos Aires/
Mar del Plata/ Mendoza/ Pilar/ Rosario
ARMENIA Yerevan
AUSTRIA Bruck/ Graz/ Hall/ Innsbruck/
Leibnitz/ Linz/ Salzburgo/ Viena/ Vösendorf/
Wels/
AZERBAIJAN Baku

BAHRAIN Manama
BANGLADESH Dhaka
BELGIUM Heist-op-den-Berg/
Ostende/ Oud-Turnhout
BERMUDA Pembroke
BOLIVIA Santa Cruz
BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA
Banja Luka/ Bijeljina/ Citluk/Sarajevo
BRAZIL Parana-Campo Largo
BULGARIA Petrich/ Sofia/ Varna
BYELORUSSIA Gomel/Minsk
CAMBODIA Phnom Penh
CHILE Santiago de Chile/ Viña del Mar
CHINA Beijing/ Changchun/ Changsha/
Chengdu/Chongquing/ Dalian/ Fuzhou/
Guangzhou/ Haikou/ Harbin/ Hangzhou/
Hong Kong/ Jiangyin / Nanjing/Quindao/
Shanghai/ Shenyang/Shenzhen/ Taizhou/
Tianjin/ Wenzhou/ Wuhan/ Xian/ Xianmen
COLOMBIA Barranquilla/ Bogota
CONGO REPUBLIC Kinshasa
COSTA RICA San José/ Santa Ana
CROATIA Dubrovnik/ Porec/ Pula/
Rijeka/ Split/ Varazdin/ Zagreb
CYPRUS Girne/ Limassol/ Nicosia
CZECH REPUBLIC Brno/ Prague/
Uherske Hradiste/ Zlin
DENMARK Brabrand/Glostrup/
Odense
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Bávaro/ La Romana/ Santo Domingo/
Santiago
ECUADOR Guayaquil/ Quito
EGYPT Cairo
EL SALVADOR San Salvador
ESTONIA Tallinn
ETHIOPIA Addis Ababa
FINLAND Espoo/ Hyvinkää/
Hämeelinna/Joensuu/Jyväskylä/
Kotka /Kouvola/Kuopio/Lahti/ Lappeenranta/
Mikkeli/ Oulu/Pori/ Porvoo/ Raisio/ Rauma/
Rovaniemi/Salo/Savonlinna/Seinäjoki/
Tampere/ Vaasa/ Vantaa
FRANCE Ajaccio/ Arcueil/ Aubagne/
Beaucouzé/ Besançon/ Biguglia/ Brest/
Chambray les Tours/ Champagne
au Mont d’Or/ Chasseneuil du Poitou/
Chenôve/ Coignières/ Guerande/
La Chapelle Saint Aubin/ La Roche Sur Yon/
Les Pennes Mirabeau/ Lezennes/
Lorient/ Mandelieu La Napoule/ Marsac/
Meaux/ Montigny/ Nice/Nîmes/
Olivet/ Orvault/ Paris/ Pérols/ Réunion Island/
Toulouse/ Tourville la Rivière/ Vannes/
Vendenheim/ Vert Saint Denis/ Wittenheim
FRENCH GUIANA Cayenne
GHANA Dzorwulu-Accra
GEORGIA Tbilisi
GERMANY Aschaffenburg/
Bad Salzuflen/ Baden Baden/ Bautzen/
Beeskow/Bergisch Gladbach/ Berlin/
Boffzen/ Bonn/Bottrop/ Bruchsal/ Burgstädt/
Crailsheim/ Dortmund/ Dossenheim/
Elterlein/ Erkrath/ Frankfurt/ Freiburg/
Fulda/ Gera/ Görlitz/ Hamburgo/ Karlstadt/
Kehl/ Koblenz/ Kranichfeld/ Leverkusen/
Lichtenfels/ Löbnitz/Lübeck/ Mainz/
Meschede/ Múnich/Münster/ Nordhausen/
Nuremberg/ Offenburg/ Potsdam/ Radebeul/
Reutlingen/ Ronnenberg/ Schramberg/
Stuttgart/ Telgte/ Untergruppenbach/
Völklingen/ Vs-Schwenningen/ Waiblingen/
Weinsberg/ Wiesbaden-Biebrich/ Würselen/
Zwethau
GHANA
GREECE Ática/ Athens/ Glifada/
Ioannina/ Kastoria/ Katerini/Kefalonia/
Larisa/ Lefkada/ Nafpaktos/ Patra/ Rodes/
Serres/ Thessaloniki/ Trikala
GUADALOUPE (WEST
INDIES) Baie Mahault/ Saint
Barthelemy
GUATEMALA Guatemala
HAITI Puerto Príncipe
HUNGARY Békéscsaba/ Budapest/
Debrecen/ Eger/ Gyöngyös/ Kecskemét/
Miskolc
ICELAND Reykjavik

INDONESIA Bandung/Jakarta/
Semarang/ South Jakarta/Surabaya
IRAQ Erbil
IRAN Teheran
IRELAND Cork/ Dublin
ISRAEL Beersheva/ Bethlehem/ Bney
Brak/ Eilat/ Hadeera/ Haifa/ Jerusalem/
Nazareth/ Raanana/ Ramat Gan/ Rishon le
Zion/ Upper Galily
ITALY Andria/ Cassino/ Corsico/ Roma/
Sassuolo
IVORY COAST Abidjan
JAPAN Osaka
JORDAN Amman
KAZAKHSTAN Almaty/Astana
KYRGYZ REPUBLIC Bishkek
KOSOVO Pristina
KUWAIT Safat
LATVIA Riga
LEBANON Beirut
LIBYA Benghazi/ Tripoli
LITTHUANIA Alytus
MACEDONIA Skopje
MALAYSIA Kolombong-Kota Kinabalu/
Kuala Lumpur/ Penang/ Petaling Jaya/
Seberang Prai Tengah
MALTA Birkirkara/ St Julian
MARTINIQUE (FRENCH
ANTILLAS) Le Lamentin
MAURITIUS Port Louis
MEXICO Interlomas/ México D.F./
Valle Dorado
MOLDAVIA Chisinau
MONACO Monaco
MONGOLIA Ula Anbaatar
MONTENEGRO Podgorica
MOROCCO Casablanca/ Tangier
NEPAL Katmandu
NEDERLANDS Amsterdam
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
Saint Maarten
NICARAGUA Managua
NORWAY Ålesund/ Bergen/ Drøbak/
Elverum/ Fagernes/ Fredrikstad/Gjøvik/
Gurskøy/ Hamar/ Kløfta/ Kopervik/
Lierskogen/ Lysaker/Molde/ Moss/ Narvik/
Nestuun/Oppdal /Oslo/ Sandefjord/
Sandnes/ Skien/ Stavanger/ Tiller/ Tønsberg/
Trondheim/
OMAN Muscat
PAKISTAN Karachi/ Lahora Cantt/
Lahore
PANAMA Panama City
PERU Lima/ Piura/ San Isidro
PHILIPPINES Manila
POLAND Bialystok/ Bielsko Biala/
Bydgoszcz/ Czestochowa/ Gliwice/ Gorzów
Wlkp/ Katowice/ Kalisz/Kielce/ Kolobrzeg/
Konin/ Koszalin/ Kraków/Leszno/ Lodz/
Lublin/ Olsztyn/Ostrów Wlkp/ Poznan/
Radom/ Ryvnik/Rzeszów/ Sopot/ Szczecin/
Slupsk/Warszawa/ Wroclaw
PORTUGAL Bragança/Chaves/
Funchal/Lisboa/ Monçao/ Oporto/ Ponta
Delgada/ Praia da Vitória/ Viseu
PRINCIPALITY OF
ANDORRA
Andorra la Vella
PUERTO RICO San Juan/ Guaynabo
QATAR
RUMANIA Bacau/ Brasov/ Bucarest/
Constanza/ Craiova/ Iasi/ Oradea/ Piatra
Neamt/Pitesti/ Ploiesti
RUSSIA Ekaterinburg/Grozny/Irkutsk/
Kazan/ Kaliningrad/Khabarovsk/ Khimki/
Krasnodar/ Makhachkala/ Moscou/ Mytischi/
Naberezhnie Chelny/ Novosibirsk/ Pyatigorsk/
Rostov Na Donu/ Sochi/ St. Petersburg/
Stavropol/ Vladivistok/Volgograd
SAUDI ARABIA Al Ahsa/ Dammam/
Jeddah/ Riyadh/
SENEGAL Dakar
SERBIA Belgrade/ Novi Sad
SLOVAKIA Bratislava/ Kosice
SLOVENIA Ljubljana/ Maribor
SRI LANCA Colombo
SYRIA
SOUTH KOREA Busan/ Seo-Gu/Seul

SURINAME Paramaribo
SWEDEN Bromma/ Enköping/
Danderyd/Göteborg/ Hässleholm/
Katrineholm/ Malmö/ Mölndal/ Nyköping/
Uddevalla
SWITZERLAND Aubonne/
Basilea/ Biel/ Crissier/ Delémont/ Flawil/
Ginebra/ Hägendorf/ Lausanne/Mendrisio/
Rothenburg/ Rüti b. Büren/ Sevelen/
Volketswil/ Yverdon-Les-Bains/ Zurich
TAIWAN Kaohsiung/ Tainan/ Taichung/
Taipei/
THAILAND Bangkok/ Pathumthanee/
Prachuabkirikun/Samutsakon
TUNISIA Gabes/ Hammam Sousse/
Hammamet/ Menzel Hayet/ Tunis/ Cedex/
Sfax/ Sousse
TURKEY Istambul
TURKMENISTAN Ashgabad
UKRAINE Chernivtsi/Dnipropetrovsk/
Donetsk/ Kharkiv/ Kiev/Kyiv/Lugansk/Lusk/
Lviv/ Odessa/ Rivne/ Ternopil/
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Abu-Dhabi/ Dubai
URUGUAY Montevideo/ Punta del Este
UZBEKISTAN Tashkent
VENEZUELA Caracas/ Valencia
VIETNAM Hanoi/ Ho Chi Minh City
YEMEN Sanaa
YIBUTI Djibouti

SPAIN
A CORUÑA
NEIRA Y ORTEGAL, S.L.
T: 981 326 532 - F: 981 324 951
NEIRA Y ORTEGAL, S.L.
T: 981 400 880 - F: 981 400 883
PEREZ DOMINGUEZ PUEBLA, S.L.
T: 981 830 214 - F: +981 279 431
SUMINISTROS VIA-MAR, S.L.
T: 981 279 431 - F: 981 279 431
SUMINISTROS VIA-MAR, S.L.
T: 981 772 190 - F: 981 774 257
PORCELANOSA
T: 981 509 270 - F: 981 819 334
PORCELANOSA
T: 981 897 595 - F: 981 530 901
PORCELANOSA
T: 981 569 230 - F: 981 569 230
ÁLAVA
JORGE FERNÁNDEZ
T: 945 254 755 - F: 945 259 668
JORGE FERNÁNDEZ
T: 945 244 250 - F: 945 229 321
ALBACETE
OLIVARES MATERIALES DE
CONSTRUCCIÓN
T: 967 138 105 - F: 967 138 023
PORCELANOSA
T: 967 243 658 - F: 967 193 465
ALICANTE
AZULEJOS JAVEA
T: 965 791 036
HIJOS DE JUAN RIBES
T: 965 730 419
HIJOS DE JUAN RIBES
T: 965 839 105
PORCELANOSA
T: 965 109 561 - F: 965 106 965
PORCELANOSA
T: 966 610 676 - F: 966 610 700
PORCELANOSA
T: 965 656 200 - F: 965 655 644
ALMERÍA
PORCELANOSA
T: 950 143 567- F: 950 142 067
PORCELANOSA
T: 950 483 285 - F: 950 486 500
PORCELANOSA
T: 950 325 575 - F: 950 338 651
ASTURIAS
PORCELANORTE S.L.
T: 984 396 462
PORCELANOSA
T: 985 791 526 - F: 985 985 963
ÁVILA
PAVIMARSA
T: 920 259 820 - F: 920 259 821

BADAJOZ
GALLERY CERAMIC
T: 924 229 144 - F: 924 229 143
JUBEL
T: 924 145 372
MUNDO OBRAS
T: 924 551 264 - F: 924 551 264
PORCELANOSA
T: 924 330 218 - F: 924 330 315
BARCELONA
AMARGANT
T: 937 671 416 - F: 937 627 488
AMARGANT
T: 937 600 112 - F: 937 600 411
ANTONI PONT
T: 938 228 088 - F: 938 250 786
AZULEJOS SAN ANDRÉS
T: 933 455 102 - F: 933 461 015
BADALONA GRES
T: 93 395 03 11 - F: 93 465 07 58
COMERCIAL MAESTRO CANET
T: 938 466 568 - F: 938 409 216
COMERCIAL SOLSAN
T: 938 648 125 - F: 938 649 617
COMERCIAL STC
T: 31 593 137- F: 931 615 015
CONSAN
T: 938 320 669 - F: 938 320 669
CORRETJA
T: 938 854 261 - F: 938 894 733
E. TORRENTS
T: 938 459 034 - F: 938 459 913
FRADERA MATERIALS
T: 938 671 512 - F: 938 675 318
GARRO
T: 936 545 952 - F: 938 400 620
HIJO DE FERNANDO ROCA
T: 936 681 434 - F: 936 801 458
JOAN DOT
T: 938 504 646 - F: 938 504 286
JODUL
T: 938 800 800 - T: 938 126 054
LOFT CUINA
T: 934 743 793 - F: 934 741 305
MA-CO
T: 938 954 141 - F: 938 954 142
MARESME GRES
T: 931 615 015
MATERIALS CASSERRES
T: 938 213 770
ORMAT
T: 937 591 139 - F: 937 502 076
PLANELL
T: 938 698 750 - F: 938 600 181
PLANELL
T: 938 060 240 - F: 938 060 239
PRAT MATERIALS I MAQUINARIA
T: 938 741 903 - F: 938 741 903
ROSA JORDANA RABETLLAT
T: 937 903 089 - F: 937 903 089
SUMCO
T: 938 933 066 - F: 938 936 004
PORCELANOSA
T: 932 642 500 - F: 932 007 036
BURGOS
BIGMAT FONTECHA
T: 947 485 153 - F: 947 483 941
GRUPO DISMAR DUERO
T: 947 513 281 - F: 947 513 349
JORGE FERNÁNDEZ
T: 947 323 351 - F: 947 314 589
CÁCERES
BIGMAT CAYUELA
T: 927 515 198 - F: 927 147 266
BIGMAT TEJEDA
T: 924 41 0155 - F: 924 410 591
GEMAT
T: 927430597
GEMAT
T: 927316828
PORCELANOSA
T: 927 236 337 - F: 927 236 205
CÁDIZ
ALMECOR
T: 956 120 776 - F: 956 120 776
AZULGRIF
T: 956 730 687 - F: 956 730 911
DOCURRI

T: 956 462 263 - F: 956 462 623
PORCELANOSA
T: 956 635 282 - F: 956 635 285
PORCELANOSA
T: 956 540 084 - F: 956 872 464
PORCELANOSA
T: 956 187 160 - F: 956 302 904
PORCELANOSA
T: 956 592 360 - F: 956 884 677
CANTABRIA
PORCELANOSA
T: 942 352 510 - F: 942 352 638
PORCELANOSA
T: 942 835 026 - F: 942 881 787
CASTELLÓN
BUTECH BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
T: 964 536 200 - F: 964 530 034
GAMA-DECOR
T: 964 506 850 - F: 964 506 596
L’ANTIC COLONIAL
T: 964 534 545 - F: 964 527 130
NOKEN DESIGN
T: 964 506 450 - F: 964 506 790
PORCELANOSA
T: 964 507 100 - T: 964 507 106
PORCELANOSA GRUPO
T: 964 507 140 - F: 964 507 147
SYSTEM-POOL
T: 964 506 464 - F: 964 506 481
URBATEK
T: 964 525 200 - F: 964 527 900
VENIS
T: 964 507 700 - F: 964 507 719
PORCELANOSA
T: 964 239 162 - F: 964 238 930
PORCELANOSA
T: 964 506 800 - F: 964 525 418
PORCELANOSA
T: 964 400 944 - F: 964 400 650
CEUTA
BAEZA
T: 956 511 312 - F: 956 511 309
CIUDAD REAL
PORCELANOSA
T: 926 251 730 - F: 926 255 741
CÓRDOBA
ACAIÑAS CABRERA
T: 957 772 999 - F: 957 131 170
ALMACENES MANOLIN Y LUIS S.L.
T: 957 65 15 09 - F: 957 65 32 53
AUDOS CERÁMICAS, S.L.
T: 957 516 572
HORMIGONES SANFRANCISCO S.L.
T: 957 140 181
JUAN PRIETO E HIJOS
T: 957 177 693 - F: 957 177 335
SANEAMIENTO Y REVESTIMIENTO JULIO
T: 957 540 943
PORCELANOSA
T: 957 760 024 - F: 957 760 123
CUENCA
ALMACENES PAÑOS
T: 967 498 000 - F: 967 498 000
MATERIALES DE CONSTRUCCIÓN MARTÍNEZ
ORTEGA
T: 969 380 708 - F: 969 380 708
VICENTE DE LOS RIOS
T: 969 321 323 - F: 969 321 334
VICOSAZ
T: 969 233 200 - F: 969 234 475
GIRONA
ARC ARBUCIES CERAMIQUES
T: 972 162 364 - F: 972 860 954
BRECOR SL
T: 972 336 062 - F: 972 358 482
CARMONA
T: 972 372 710 - F: 972 349 763
CERÁMICA FERRES, S.L.
T: 972 63 08 35 - F: 972 63 08 36
FERRER CERVIÀ
T: 972 173 442 - F: 972 173 456
FRIAS MATERIALS
T: 972 670 073 - F: 972 673 071
FULCARA BRUGUE XAVIER
T: 972 234 591 - F: 972 402 284
GINESTA
T: 972 320 529 - F: 972 321 616
GIROP

T: 972 393 200 - F: 972 393 071
MATERIALES CREIXELL
T: 972 300 628 - F: 972 610 772
MERCAMAT
T: 972 612 027 - F: 972 302 146
OLIVERAS
T: 972 594 131 - F: 972 594 552
OLIVERAS
T: 972 672 259 - F: 972 672 255
OLIVERAS
T: 972 694 704 - F: 972 693 003
OLIVERAS
T: 972 468 119 - F: 972 468 123
SERVIMAT INICIATIVES
T: 972 780 524 - F: 972 780 827
TG NOVA ARQUITECTURA
T: 972 312 250 - F: 972 312 249
GRANADA
TECMACER
T: 958 253 081 - F: 958 183 367
GUIPÚZCOA
JORGE FERNÁNDEZ
T: 943 376 966 - F: 943 376 841
HUELVA
PORCELANOSA
T: 959 543 600 - F: 959 237 951
HUESCA
AINSA - COMERCIAL CAMPODARVE
T: 974 500 267 - F: 974 500 865
BERGES CENTRO COMERCIAL
T: 974 471 439 - F: 974 471 439
PORCELANOSA
T: 974 242 738 - F: 974 242 676
ILLES BALEARS
MACODOR
T: 971 658 210
MAGATZEM SES FORQUES
T: 971 662 114 - F: 971 662 816
PORCELANOSA
T: 971 507 650 - F: 971 507 656
PORCELANOSA
T: 971 554 502
PORCELANOSA
T: 971 430 667 - F: 971 297 094
PORCELANOSA
T: 971 317 292 - F: 971 317 293
PORCELANOSA
T: 971 630 219
JAÉN
GRUPO PEREA MORANTE S.L.
T: 953 424 565
HERNÁNDEZ GÁMEZ
T: 953 693 423 - F: 953 693 444
HERNÁNDEZ GÁMEZ
T: 953 795 168 - F: 953 795 168
MAT.CONST. Y SANEAMIENTOS HIJOS
MARTÍN SÁNCHEZ
T: 953 454 167
PAVIMENTOS AZUGRISA
T: 953 582 963
VIFERSAN
T: 953 391 413
PORCELANOSA
T: 953 280 757 - F: 953 284 035
LA RIOJA
RIOJACER
T: 941 286 021 - F: 941 202 271
LAS PALMAS
PORCELANAS Y PAVIMENTOS CANARIOS
T: 928 472 949 - F: 928 472 944
LEÓN
PORCELANOSA
T: 987 801 570 - F: 987 801 475
LLEIDA
FRANCISCO BELETA ARMENGOL
T: 973 530 631 - F: 973 530 631
J. FARRÉ
T: 973 445 765 - F: 973 445 072
MATERIALS GERMANS MAURI
T: 973 232 139 - F: 973 247 943
MATERIALS JORDI VILAR
T: 973 482 077 - F: 973 482 373
MATERIALS PIRINEU
T: 973 351 850 - F: 973 353 410
PREFABRICATS LLEIDA
T: 973 400 179 - F: 973 400 123
PRETENSADOS RIBERA
T: 973 690 063 - F: 973 690 400

PRETENSADOS RIBERA
T: 973 641 460 - F: 973 642 271
PRETENSATS CUÑAT
T: 973 390 115 - F: 973 392 810
PRETENSATS SOLE
T: 973 680 339 - F: 973 680 291
PRETENSATS SOLE
T: 973 651 588
PROMOCION DE PREFABRICADOS SL PMP
T: 973 603 954 - F: 973 603 950
PROMOCION DE PREFABRICADOS SL PMP
T: 687 542 944
PUJOL ELEMENTS
T: 973 202 350 - F: 973 203 113
TARREGA NOUMAG
T: 607 497 330
LUGO
ALMACENES BAHIA, S.L.
T: 982 140 957 - F: 982 132 065
ARIAS NADELA, S.L.
T: 982 245 725
ESTABLECIMIENTOS REY, S.L.
T: 982 592 071
SONIA GOMEZ GOMEZ
T: 982 44 12 49 - F: 982 44 03 31
MADRID
PORCELANOSA
T: 916 623 232 - F: 916 624 607
PORCELANOSA
T: 916 890 172 - F: 916 890 170
PORCELANOSA
T: 914 819 200 - F: 916 930 292
PORCELANOSA
T: 917 545 161 - F: 917 545 555
PORCELANOSA
T: 914 448 460 - F: 914 025 111
MÁLAGA
MARMOLERA RONDEÑA S.L.U.
T: 952 872 225
MATERIALES MUÑOZ PÉREZ S.L.
T: 952 507 879 - F: 952 504 760
PORCELANOSA
T: 952 701 819 - F: 952 843 751
PORCELANOSA
T: 952 241 375 - F: 952 240 092
PORCELANOSA
T: 952 826 868 - F: 952 822 880
MELILLA
FERRETERIA MODERNA E HIJOS, S.L.
T: 952 671 144 - F: 952 691 285
MURCIA
PORCELANOSA
T: 968 705 647 - F: 968 705 648
PORCELANOSA
T: 968 529 302- F: 968 528 362
PORCELANOSA
T: 968 478 130 - F: 968 470 820
PORCELANOSA
T: 968 879 527 - F: 968 831 725
NAVARRA
CERÁMICAS CECILIO CHIVITE
T: 948 811 973 - F: 948 815 249
MONTEJO CERÁMICAS
T: 948 239 065 - F: 948 230 503
MONTEJO CERÁMICAS
T: 948 224 000 - F: 948 226 424
MONTEJO CERÁMICAS
T: 948 848 365 - F: 948 848 573
OURENSE
BLANCO QUINTAS
T: 988 391 114 - F: 988 250 413
JOSE R. PITEIRA, S.L.
T: 988 271 071 - F: 988 274 780
PALENCIA
CANTALAPIEDRA
T: 979 706 421 - F: 979 702 652
PONTEVEDRA
ALMACENES CANDA, S.L.
T: 986 780 184 - F: 986 782 301
ARCOLAR 2000, S.L.
T: 986 580 114 - F: 986 592 513
BLANCO QUINTAS
T: 986 288 041 - F: 986 486 316
PREFABRICADOS DENA, S.L.
T: 986 743 121 - F: 986 745 131
PREFABRICADOS DENA, S.L.
T: 986 702 041 - F: 986 733 415
SANEAMIENTOS ROSALES, S.L.

T: 986 702 041 - F: 986 702 080
SANEAMIENTOS ROSALES, S.L.
T: 986 228 806
SALAMANCA
PORCELANOSA
T: 923 243 811 - F: 923 123 414
SANTA CRUZ DE TENERIFE
AFELSA
T: 922 461 112 - F: 922 461 166
AFELSA
T: 922 412 143 - F: 922 420 012
PORCELANAS Y PAVIMENTOS CANARIOS
T: 922 209 595 - F: 922 209 596
SEGOVIA
SEGOCER
T: 921 172 426 - F: 921 171 828
SEGOCER
T: 921 444 122
SEVILLA
HERNÁNDEZ CARBALLO
T: 955 800 473 - F: 955 801 439
PORCELANOSA
T: 954 260 540 - F: 954 528 681
PORCELANOSA
T: 954 152 792 - F: 954 153 188
SORIA
MC ODORICIO
T: 975 233 228 - F: 975 232 188
TARRAGONA
COMERCIAL LLAURADO
T: 977 400 387 - F: 977 400 052
COMERCIAL STC
T: 977 661 951
COMERCIAL STC
T: 977 312 502 - F: 977 317 211
CONSTRUCCIONS CIURO
T: 977 802 951 - F: 977 802 012
EXCAVACIONS SANS
T: 977 862 998 - F: 977 861 435
EXPOMAT ALCOVER
T: 977 760 476
MATERIALS GISBERT
T: 977 242 363
MATERIALS GISBERT
T: 977 500 306 - F: 977 501 550
MONSERRATE ESTIL CERAMIC
T: 977 364 900 - F: 977 364 953
RAMON MAGRIÑA BATALLA
T: 977 600 210 - F: 977 603 302
VIUDA DE ANTONIO FONT
T: 977 660 794 - F: 977 662 217
TERUEL
GARGÓN
T: 978 609 661 - F: 978 607 980
TOLEDO
BIGMAT ALOTRANS SL
T: 925 532 011 - F: 925 513 055
PORCELANOSA
T: 925 232 402 - F: 925 232 406
VALENCIA
PORCELANOSA
T: 961 417 227 - F: 961 402 389
PORCELANOSA
T: 963 185 021 - F: 963 180 094
PORCELANOSA
T: 963 530 230 - F: 963 531 688
VALLADOLID
CANTALAPIEDRA
T: 983 217 010 - F: 983 200 921
VIZCAYA
BILBU
T: 946 731 158 - F: 946 733 265
BILBU
T: 944 218 625 - F: 944 218 879
BILBU
T: 944 113 018 - F: 944 128 637
ZAMORA
GONZALEZ Y GONZALEZ BERMAR S.L
T: 980 633 484 - F: 980 637 552
PORCELANOSA
T: 980 519 283 - F: 980 529 404
ZARAGOZA
PORCELANOSA
T: 876 269 500 - F: 876 269 389
PORCELANOSA
T: 976 930 800 - F: 976 930 603
PORCELANOSA
T: 976 403 131 - F: 976 300 094
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The language of
Spanish flavour

Thepavilion will co nsist of
two adjacent structures like
wooden arcades with open areas
connecting the outside and the
inside, whose highlight will be a
striking courtyard of orange trees.
ffatural materials such as cork,
esparto grass and wood will be
used, as well as stainless steel.
Almost 2.000 m2 will be devoted
to showcasing quintessential
Spanish flavours from suggestive
and novel points of view.

After th e success of th e Shangh ai Expo
held in 20 10, Milan will be th e site for th e next
Worl d Expo. ' Feeding th e Planet, Energ y fo r
Life" is th e th eme around which every project
will revolve. World Expo Milano will be held from
1st May to 3 1st October 20 15 and almost 180
countries will take part. 20 million people are
expected to visit.
This new edition of the World Expo aims to be
a forum for debate and an international meeting
place where food and ways to feed people will
become the focus for global policy objectives. Th e
challenge lies in trying to contribute solutions to
alleviate the problems of famine and malnutrition
suffered in many parts of th e world.
The Spanish pavilion will be designed by th e
Fermin Vazquez's architecture studi o, b720,
which was selected by th e public body Sociedad
Estatal Acci6n Cultural Espanola from 3 1
proposals.
The project design will represent innovation
in traditional Spanish gastron omy and th e
excellence of our country's produce. Not for
nothin g was th e chosen slogan called 'The
language of flavour'. - '
Text: MA RI SA SANTA MA RiA

